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Abstract 
 

This thesis is based on experimental works on the polycrystalline 

LaMnSbO, CeMnSbO, NdMnSbO, SmMnSbO and doping dependence 

of LaMnSbO.  

Firstly, we have synthesized polycrystalline compound 

LaMnSbO, known as a p−type semiconductor with optical band gap 

~1eV, and investigated its physical property. We observed the 

bifurcation of magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), and abrupt variation of 

thermopower, S(T), at the same temperature of ~250 K, but not shown 

in the electric resistivity. To explore this phenomenon, we measured the 

neutron powder diffraction(NPD) and found that these are due to the 

long range antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn at 250 K. Obtained spin 

configuration for LaMnSbO is C−type antiferromagnetic identical to 

LaMnPO and LaMnAsO, which is parallel between Mn−Sb layers and 

antiparallel to Mn−Sb layer and at 3.5 K the refined magnetic moment 

of Mn2+ is ~3.38 μB. From the negative value of S(T) we obtained that 

the majority carriers are electrons. Furthermore, from the difference of 

energy gaps between electric resistivity, ρ(T), and thermopower, S(T), 

we found the existence of small polaron of LaMnSbO with binding 

energy, Ep, of ~72 and ~90 meV for adiabatic and non−adiabatic, 

respectively, above 250 K. Below ~230 K, its conduction shows 3 

dimensional Mott variable range hopping. Therefore, we consider that 

there exists a crossover from small polaron hopping(SPH) to 3 
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dimensional Mott variable range hopping (3D VRH) driven by the long 

range antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn similar to the manganite.  

Our observation may indicate the possibility of the existence of small 

polaron for another Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds. 

Secondly, doping dependence of LaMnSbO has been carried by 

various methods. For hole doping into the LaMnSbO, we have used the 

alkaline earth metal(Ca and Sr) as dopant. For electron doping into the 

LaMnSbO, we have used the transition metal elements(Fe, Co, Ni, Cu 

and Zn) as dopant. We found that, although effective doping into 

LaMnSbO is hole doping rather than electron doping, Cu dopant is the 

most efficient one increasing its conductivity. In this case, the valence 

of Cu is polyvalent compared with Mn in LaMnSbO.  

For co−doping effect, we have used the three methods; (ⅰ) electron + 

electron, (ⅱ) electron + hole and (ⅲ) hole + hole. Interestingly, when 

we use the method of (ⅱ), i.e., when two different dopants(electron and 

hole) are inserted into LaMnSbO simultaneously, a striking feature is 

observed. Namely, our observation is that the ρ(T) of co−doped ones 

with Sr and any transition elements always shows the semiconductor to 

metal transition(SMT), while that of co−doped ones with (ⅰ) Ca + Fe 

(ⅱ) Ca + Cu (ⅲ) Ca + Zn results in semiconducting behavior even up 

to its doping concentration x = 0.2. 

Thirdly, the physical properties of CeMnSbO, NdMnSbO, 

SmMnSbO and GdMnSbO are ongoing research, whose physical 

properties are unknown yet. At present we found that the ρ(T) of 

CeMnSbO shows semiconducting behavior, contrast to hereto known 

the fact that CeMnSbO is metallic. The anomaly of magnetic 

susceptibility, χ(T), 
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observed at 250 K may indicate the long range antiferromagnetic 

ordering of Mn of CeMnSbO. This temperature is similar to LaMnSbO.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 
1.1  Overview 

 
Recently, ZrCuSiAs−type (1111−type) compounds, first reported 

by Johnson and Jeitschko in 1974[1], are one of the extensively studied 

materials in condensed matter physics since the discovery of high TC 

superconductivity in F−doped iron based compound, LaFeAsO1−xFx[2]. 

Because the theoretical and experimental evidences clearly identify that 

superconductivity and higher critical temperature for LaFeAsO can be 

induced by suppressing the itinerant ferromagnetism of Fe through high 

pressure[3] or doping[4−7], much more attention has been paid to 

another iso−structure pnictide series, LnTPnO (Ln = lanthanide, T = 

transition metal and Pn = pnictogen). At present there are more than  

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds of 160 has been known[8]. Extensive 
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investigation has been paid in these materials with respect to their 

highly interesting physical properties: (i) the chalcogenides, 

LaCuChO(Ch = chalcogen)[21,22], are wide−gap semiconductors with 

substantial potential for LED application (ii) compounds like the 

ferromagnetic Kondo system, CeRuPO[23], are highly attractive 

materials for basic research, and (iii) the pnictides, LnFePnO[2−7], 

have outstanding superconducting properties. Among these 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds, Mn−based ones with [Mn2+Pn3−]− layer 

instead [Fe2+Pn3−]− layer belong to one of this renewed interest 

compounds[9−11]. The crystal structure of LnMnPnO, exactly like that 

of ZrCuSiAs−type compounds, is consisted of alternating stacks of two 

different layers with conducting [Mn2+Pn3−]− layer and insulating 

[Ln3+O2−]+ layer. The oxidation state of Mn within this conducting 

[Mn2+Pn3−]− layer is believed Mn2+ (3d5) only without the state of Mn3+ 

or Mn4+, which is predominant states in perovskite−type 

mixed−valence manganite, Ln1-xAxMnO3(A = alkaline earth and Pb) 

with colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)[11,28−31], and is also 

believed that this partially filled 5 folds 3d orbitals are responsible for 

strong Mn−Mn exchange interactions. Considerable progress has been 

made in expanding up to synthesizing another type of oxygen−free 

Fluoro−Pnictide, AeMnPnF(Ae = alkaline earth and F = fluorine)[12], 

which is substituted [Ln3+O2−]+ layer with [Ae2+F−]+ layer in LnMnPnO.        

Contrast to the bad metallic property of iron−pnictides(LaFePnO), at 

present most Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds, except metallic 

PrMnSbO[13], are antiferromagnetic insulator. For the magnetic 

properties, their magnetic moment of Mn is smaller than the value of 5 
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μB for high spin state of Mn2+ ion; 3.65 μB for BaMnAsF at 4 K[12], 

3.65 μB for BaMnSbF at 4 K[12], ~3 μB for PrMnSbO[13], 3.28 μB for 

LaMnPO at 2 K[17], 3.34 μB for LaMnAsO at 2 K[19], and 3.72 μB for 

NdMnAsO at 1.6 K[19] respectively. This reduced magnetic moment 

of Mn reflects that the effect of p−d hybridization of Mn−Pn and d−d 

hybridization of Mn−Mn are relatively large and strong[12,24−26]. 

Research for doping dependence of LaMnPO[14] is still opening stage, 

but several progress has been made in LaMnAsO[15,16] and 

LaMnPO[17, 18] and is widely believed that it is very difficult to 

suppress the magnetic moment of Mn completely through doping. 

Recently reported high pressure study for LaMnPO, however, shows 

that the antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn can be completely eliminated 

under high pressure at ~34 GPa[17,18].  

Interestingly, detailed analysis between LnMnPnO and 

AeMnPnF series reveals that there are close similarities in that with 

increasing the atomic number of pnictogen, Neel temperature(TN) 

decreases while the magnetic moment of Mn increases. This tendency 

appears to be well−maintained even quite recently reported BaMnPnF 

series[12] without exception; i.e., the TN > 300 K and unknown 

magnetic moment for BaMnPF, TN = 338 K and 3.65 μB/Mn for 

BaMnAsF and TN = 272 K and 3.65 μB/Mn for BaMnSbF, respectively. 

Applying this analogy to LaMnPnO series, LaMnSbO and hypothetical 

compound LaMnBiO may have a lower TN, about below 300 K, and a 

larger magnetic moment of Mn than that of LaMnPO (TN = 375 K and 

3.28 μB at 2 K)[14] and LaMnAsO (TN = 318 K and 3.34 μB at 2 K)[19]. 

For the electric properties, most Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type 

compounds reported, except the metallic PrMnSbO[13], are an 
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insulator in contrast to the Fe−based pnictides(LaFePnO)[2,3]. At 

present reported electric transport studies have showed either thermally 

activated conduction for BaMnPnF(polycrystalline, below 300 K)[12] 

and LaMnPO(polycrystalline, below 300 K)[14] or subtle crossover of  

3 dimensional variable range hopping(3D VRH) conduction for 

NdMnAsO(polycrystalline, below 300 K)[19], 3D VRH for 

SmMnAsO1-x(polycrystalline, below ~250 K)[27] and 2D VRH for 

LaMnAsO(polycrystalline, below 300 K)[16]. Also, Kayanuma et al 

reported the deviation from the thermally activated conduction for 

epitaxially grown film of LaMnPnO below 300 K[20].  

On the other hand, if we view the existence of strong p−d and 

d−d hybridization in Mn−based 1111−type compounds from a different 

standpoint, strong hybridization between 5 folds d−orbitals of Mn2+ and 

tetrahedrally coordinated p−orbitals of Pn3+ may cause lattice distortion 

in the material. Furthermore, since lattice distortion is essential in 

formation of small polaron, which is a quasi−particle composed of a 

charge carrier and its virtual phonon due to lattice distortion, if it occurs 

it may provide another interesting physical phenomena for Mn−based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds.  

To explore this possibility, we focus on LaMnSbO and 

investigate its physical properties. The LaMnSbO, which is the main 

subject of this thesis, has two peculiar characteristics; one is that it has 

the largest lattice constants among all ZrCuSiAs−type series, except 

recently reported BaMnSbF(a = 0.44682 and  c = 0.98117 nm at 173 

K)[12] and BaMnBiF(a = 0.45198 nm and  c = 0.9875 nm at 173 

K)[12], and the other is that, among Mn based oxi−antimonide 

series(LnMnSbO), LaMnSbO is known as the only semiconductor due 
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to no f−electrons in its oxidation state of La3+ [8]. 

As mentioned above, to date all reported conduction mechanism 

for Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds was either the thermally 

activated or Mott variable range hopping conduction. Unfortunately, 

though previous report for thin films of LaMnPnO[20] showed that the 

Arrhenius plot(thermally activated conduction) at relatively high 

temperature fails to make a straight line, little attention has been paid to 

this scenario yet. 

In our knowledge, there is no report concerning the small polaron 

conduction in ZrCuSiAs−type compounds yet. Here, our observation 

indicates that the electric transport of LaMnSbO clearly shows the 

existence of small polaron and its conduction evolves from small 

polaron hopping(SPH) to 3D VRH driven by the long range 

antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn, instead of thermally activated 

conduction.  

 

 

1.2  Outline 
 

 

This thesis is composed of 5 chapters. The main chapter is the chapter 

3 to 4, which provide the physical property of LaMnSbO and its doping 

dependence, respectively. 

Chapter 1 presents the introduction of this thesis. 

Chapter 2 presents the basic concept of small polaron. 

Chapter 3 discusses concerning the physical properties of LaMnSbO. 

This chapter is consisted of 9 sections. The first section presents 
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introduction. We explained the previous studies on electric and 

magnetic properties of the Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds. 

Then we talk about why we choose the LaMnSbO as the candidate of 

this research and the possibility of lattice distortion and small polaron 

in LaMnSbO.  

The second section shows the sample preparation and measurement. 

The third section shows the results of XRD and Rietveld refinement. In 

this section we compare the lattice parameters of polycrystalline 

LaMnSbO with those of previous studies on single crystal and 

epitaxially grown thin film LaMnSbO.  

The fourth section shows the results of band structure and density of 

state (DOS) of LaMnSbO, which calculated band gap is indirect band 

gap of ~0.6 eV. 

The fifth section shows the results of electric transport and 

thermopower measurement. In this section we explain how we deduce 

the existence of the small polaron and variation of conduction channel 

evolves.  

The sixth section shows the results of magnetic properties of LaMnSbO. 

In this section we discuss the observed hysteresis of magnetic 

susceptibility, χ(T), and compare the general property of Mn−based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds. 

The seventh section shows the results of neutron powder diffraction 

measurement of LaMnSbO. In this section we show that the TN is ~250 

K and magnetic moment of Mn is μB/Mn at 3.5 K. Furthermore, we 

discuss that obtained magnetic structure of LaMnSbO is of the C−type 

antiferromagnetic identical to the LaMnPO and LaMnAsO, which is 

parallel to between Mn−Sb layers and antiparallel to Mn−Sb layer. 
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The eighth and ninth section show the discussion and conclusion 

concerning our study on LaMnSbO.  

Chapter 4 discusses concerning the doping dependence of LaMnSbO. 

This chapter is consisted of 4 sections. The first section presents the 

effect of hole doping in LaMnSbO. 

The second section presents the effect of electron doping in LaMnSbO. 

The third section shows the effect of codoping in LaMnSbO. We 

explain why the codoping with Sr and transition metal simultaneously 

improves the conductivity and meets the semiconductor to metal 

transition in LaMnSbO.  

The fourth section shows the conclusion. 

Chapter 5 briefly discusses concerning the physical properties of 

CeMnSbO, NdMnSbO, SmMnSbO and GdMnSbO. This chapter is 

ongoing research and we are trying to explore their physical properties 

to the end. 

Finally, chapter 6 presents the conclusion of this thesis. 
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Figure 1 (a) Crystal structure of LaMnSbO (b) The lattice parameters 
of pnictogenides 1111−type compounds (Sean Muir, M.A. Subramanian, 
Progress in Solid State Chemistry, 2012) 
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Chapter 2 
Basic concept of small 
polaron 
 
2.1  Abstract 
 

A polaron is a quasiparticle composed of charge carrier(electron 

or hole) and its self−induced lattice deformation(self−trapping or 

polarization) in a materials regardless of polar and nonpolar. From the 

Holstein’s expression[3], polaron can be more easily imaged as follows. 

“As a result of electron−lattice interaction, the surrounding lattice 

particles will be displaced to new equilibrium positions. According to 

general mechanical principles, the induced displacements will be such 

as to provide a potential well for the electron. If the well is sufficiently 

deep, the electron will occupy a bound state, unable to move unless 

accompanied by the well, that is to say, by the induced lattice 

deformation. The unit consisting of the electron, together with its 

induced lattice deformation, is called the polaron.”  

The polaron concept was first introduced by Landau. At the 

initiatory stage, a study on polaron was devoted to the interaction 

between charge carrier and the long wavelength optical phonons 
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concerned with theoretical formulations and approximations. 

The polaron differ from that of the band−electron in many ways, i.e., 

polaron binding energy, effective mass and its response to external 

electric and magnetic field(i.e., mobility and impedance).  

Intuitively, we can estimate the energy of a small polaron. 

Namely, as a result of a carrier displacing the atoms surrounding it, its 

energy is reduced by an amount 2EB, while strain energy of the lattice 

is increased due to this deformation, which is an amount EB. Therefore, 

the energy of the system composed of an electron and a deformed lattice 

is reduced compared to that of an electron in an undeformed lattice. A 

net reduced energy of the system is EB. This energy EB is the small 

polaron binding energy. Furthermore, since the small polaron may 

equally well reside on any one of the geometrically equivalent sites in 

the material, formation of a small polaron band analogous to an 

electronic band of a rigid lattice may be expected. In an ideal crystal a 

small polaron can move from site to site via two distinct processes. One 

is the tunneling of a small polaron between neighboring sites with no 

change in the phonon population. These so called diagonal processes 

involve simply translating the carrier and its self−induced lattice 

distortion between adjacent sites without any change in the atomic 

vibratory motion. This corresponds to band motion. The other is that in 

which the phonon population changes with a site−to−site transfer. 

These processes, termed non−diagonal processes, correspond to the 

phonon assisted(thermally activated) tunneling of the carrier between 

adjacent sites. Therefore, the small polaron mobility is a sum of two 

contributions, i.e., one related with small polaron band motion and the 

other with small polaron hopping motion. In an ideal crystal the small 
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polaron band mobility will predominate at absolute zero. With 

increasing temperature the band contribution to the mobility will 

decrease, while at sufficiently high temperatures the hopping will 

increase until small polaron motion proceeds predominantly via phonon 

assisted hopping. The actual temperature of the changeover depends on 

the details of the model. However, the extreme narrowness of the small 

polaron band leads one to expect that the band motion typically will be 

washed out by whatever disorder exists in a real crystal. 

At sufficiently low temperatures, multiphonon processes are frozen out 

and the jump rate is dominated by the phonon assisted process which 

involves the absorption of the minimum amount of vibrational energy 

which results in an energy conserving hop. In the high temperature 

regime multi−phonon processes are no longer frozen out. Then the jump 

rate manifests a thermally activated behavior with the activation energy 

ℰ2 =  𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵
2

. A coincidence event is the characteristic in the high 

temperature regime. If we take the electronic energy level associated 

with a carrier occupying any site in a crystal to be a function of the 

instantaneous positions of the atoms of the crystal, one can image that 

the electronic energy level of a carrier occupying any given site is also 

changing since the positions of the atoms are constantly 

changing(associated with the vibratory motion of the lattice). Amidst 

the myriad of distortional configurations which are assumed by the 

vibratory atoms, occasionally a situation is encountered in which the 

electronic energy of a carrier at a given site momentarily equals that 

which it would have if it occupied an adjacent site. Such an occurrence 

is termed a coincidence event. While an energy coincidence is viewed 

as instantaneous in classical physics, in quantum mechanics it has a 
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finite duration time. If this duration time is long compared with the time 

it takes an electron to transfer between coincident sites, the carrier can 

always follow the lattice motion and avail itself of the opportunity to 

make a hop. This situation is characteristic of the so−called adiabatic 

regime. Alternatively, if the time required for a carrier to hop is large 

compared with the duration of a coincidence, a carrier will not always 

follow the lattice motion and hop when a coincidence event presents 

itself. This is the non−adiabatic regime. In this case the jump rate, and 

hence the drift mobility, is reduced from what it is in the adiabatic 

regime by a factor P, P < 1, where P is the probability that given a 

coincidence event the carrier will hop. 
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2.2  Theoretical background of polaron in 

one dimensional molecular lattice 
 

Although an excellent formulation was given by Mott et al[1, 

2], I, here, refer the polaron theory described by T. Holstein in 1959[3]. 

He formulated about the conduction mechanism in noncrystalline 

material and role of small polaron in the metal−insulator transition. He 

had spanned the small polaron concept from the large polaron concept. 

The basic problem of polaron theory is that electron−lattice interaction 

component, Hint, is too large to be treated as a perturbation, but must be 

considered in zeroth order. 

This model is the molecular crystal model. The Hamiltonian can 

be regarded as a sum of three terms, He, HL, and Hint. The He, the 

electronic component, consists of the kinetic energy of the electron and 

the effective one−electron periodic potential energy. The HL, the lattice 

component, is the sum of the kinetic energy of the lattice particles and 

the lattice potential energy. This lattice potential energy is taken as a 

known invariable quadratic function of the particle displacements from 

their equilibrium positions. Lastly, The Hint is the electron−lattice 

interaction component. Also, Hint is a function of the electron coordinate 

and the lattice displacements. Usually, this lattice displacement is 

assumed to be linear. In the standard theory of the motion, Hint is treated 

as a small perturbation, giving rise to electronic transitions(scattering) 

in which lattice−vibration quanta(phonon) are simultaneously absorbed 
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or emitted. Probably the most important physical concept of the theory 

is that of “self−trapping” of the electron.  

In the absence of the electron, the system is taken to be a linear 

chain of N identical diatomic molecules, whose orientations and centers 

of gravity are fixed, but whose internuclear separations are allowed to 

vary. The “lattice vibrations” thus consist of the vibrations of the 

individual internuclear separations. For the time being, the latter will be 

assumed, in the absence of the electron, to be uncoupled. Furthermore, 

if the potential energy curve of an individual molecule be assumed 

parabolic, the lattice Hamiltonian can be written as follows. 

Η𝐿𝐿 =
1

2𝑀𝑀
�𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛2
𝑁𝑁

𝑛𝑛=1

 +  
1
2
�𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0

2
𝑁𝑁

𝑛𝑛=1

 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛2 

 

where xn is the deviation of a typical internuclear separation from its 

equilibrium value, 𝛲𝛲𝑛𝑛 = ℏ𝜕𝜕
𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

 , is the associated canonical momentum, 

M the relative mass, and ωO the harmonic vibration frequency. The 

motion of a single electron (or hole) in the above−described one 

dimensional molecular−crystal medium will here be formulated in 

terms of the tight−binding approximation. The principal features are as 

follows. The state of the system is expressed as a linear superposition 

𝜓𝜓(r, x1,∙∙∙, xn) = �𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛( x1,∙∙∙, xn)𝜙𝜙(𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛𝒂𝒂, xn)  

of “molecular” electron wave functions, 𝜙𝜙(𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛𝒂𝒂, xn)  , each 

localized about a particular (nth) molecular site (a is a unit lattice vector) 

and depending upon the internuclear coordinate xn of that site. The 

coefficients of the superposition 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛(x1,∙∙∙, xn) are each functions of all 
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the internuclear coordinates, x1, x2, ···, xN. The equations which they 

obey are obtained from the time−dependent Schrödinger equation of the 

system by a standard “projection” procedure. With approximations 

appropriate to the tight−binding case(smallness of overlap and 

nonorthogonality integrals) and to the large mass ratio of electrons and 

nuclei, they take the following form 

�𝑖𝑖ℏ
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

  −   ��−
ℏ2

2𝑚𝑚
𝜕𝜕2

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚2  +  
1
2
Μ𝜔𝜔0

2𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚2� −  𝐸𝐸(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚) −𝑊𝑊( 
𝑚𝑚

x1,∙∙

∙, xn)� 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛(x1,∙∙∙, xn) = �𝐽𝐽(xn , xn±1 )𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛±1(x1,∙∙∙, xn)
(±)

  

where the sum on the right−hand side goes over the two neighbors of a 

given nth site.  

𝐸𝐸(𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚) is the electron energy of an isolated “molecular−ion,” i.e., of the 

system of the electron and an isolated molecule; in conformance with 

standard concepts of molecular theory, it is to be regarded as a function 

of the internuclear displacement coordinate of the molecule. W( x1, x2, 

···, xN) represents the perturbation on E(xm) due to the presence of the 

other molecules. Finally, the J(xn, xn±1) are overlap integrals, depending 

on the ø of typical neighbor sites n, n±1, and are hence functions of the 

internuclear coordinates xn and xn±1of these sites. Let us at this point 

note that, if the internuclear coordinates are all “frozen” 

If the constraint conditions are given as follows. 

(a) The neglect of the energies, W( x1, x2, ···, xN) 

(b) The neglect of the x−dependence of the J(xn, xn±1); this 

simplification means that the J(xn, xn±1) are all to be taken equal to a 

single constant, −J. 
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(c) The x−dependence of E(xm) is taken to be linear, i.e., E(xm) = −Axm, 

Using this conditions, the equations of motion discussed above reduce 

to 

�𝑖𝑖ℏ
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

  −   ��−
ℏ2

2𝑚𝑚
𝜕𝜕2

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚2  +  
1
2
Μ𝜔𝜔0

2𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚2� + Α𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 
𝑚𝑚

� 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛(x1,∙∙∙, xn)

+ 𝐽𝐽(𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛+1 +  𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛−1)  = 0 

For large polaron, the linear dimensions of the polaron are sufficiently 

large compared to a lattice spacing a so that the “wave function,” 

𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛(x1,∙∙∙, xn)  may be taken to a be a continuous and differentiable 

function of a continuous position variable. Neglecting of the vibrational 

kinetic energy operator, 

𝐸𝐸(x1,∙∙∙, xN)𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛(x1,∙∙∙, xn)  

= �
1
2
�( Μ𝜔𝜔0

2𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚2 −  Α𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛) 
𝑚𝑚

� 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛(x1,∙∙∙, xN) − 𝐽𝐽(𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛+1

+  𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛−1) 

𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 =  �
𝐴𝐴2

8𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2𝐽𝐽
�

1
2
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ ��

𝐴𝐴2

4𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2𝐽𝐽
� (𝑛𝑛 − 𝑛𝑛0)� 

𝜖𝜖 =  
� 𝐴𝐴2
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2�
2

16𝐽𝐽
  

−𝜖𝜖 ≡ 𝐸𝐸(x1,∙∙∙, xN) −
1
2
�Μ𝜔𝜔0

2𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚2 +
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2𝐽𝐽  

𝐸𝐸(x1
(0),∙∙∙, x𝑁𝑁

(0)) = 𝐸𝐸(0) = −2𝐽𝐽 −
1

48
�

𝐴𝐴2

𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2�

2

 

In this case an alternate solution can be attained if the one which was 

excluded by the requirement that an → 0, as | n | → ∞  
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𝑎𝑎𝒏𝒏  =  𝑁𝑁−12ℯ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛           𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕ℎ 𝜖𝜖 =  −𝐽𝐽𝑘𝑘2 

𝐸𝐸(x1
(𝐵𝐵),∙∙∙, x𝑁𝑁

(𝐵𝐵)) = 𝐸𝐸(𝐵𝐵) = −2𝐽𝐽 − 𝐽𝐽𝑘𝑘2 

where the superscript, (B), denotes an unbounded, “band−type,” 

solution. For the band−type solution, one can obtain the minimum 

energy when k = 0,  

𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
(𝐵𝐵)  =  −2𝐽𝐽 

This implies that bound state energy neglected the vibrational kinetic 

energies is lower by an amount EP than that of the free(unbounded) state. 

This can be considered to be the zeroth order binding energy of the large 

polaron, i.e., 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 =  1
48
� 𝐴𝐴2

𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔02
�
2
 

Physical properties of the large polaron state can be obtained as 

followings.  

(1) The equilibrium vibrational displacement 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛
(0) is 

𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛
(0) =  

𝐴𝐴
𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0

2
𝐴𝐴2
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�(𝑛𝑛 − 𝑛𝑛0)�� 

 

(2) The potential−well 𝑉𝑉(𝑛𝑛)where the carrier is trapped is  

𝑉𝑉(𝑛𝑛) =
𝐴𝐴2

𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2 │𝑎𝑎𝒏𝒏│
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2�
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At the polaron centroid no, one can obtain the maximum value 

𝑉𝑉(𝑛𝑛0) =
� 𝐴𝐴2
𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0

2�
2

8𝐽𝐽
 

(3) The linear dimension 𝜉𝜉Ρ of the large polaron is  
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𝜉𝜉Ρ ≈ 𝑎𝑎�
4𝐽𝐽
𝐴𝐴2

𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2

� 

It is in particular to be observed that the condition for the existence of 

the large polaron, for which 𝜉𝜉𝛲𝛲 ≫  𝑎𝑎  is 

 2𝐽𝐽 ≫
𝐴𝐴2

2𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2 

The electronic “bandwidth,” 2J, is to be large compared to 𝐴𝐴2

2𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔02
 

For the small polaron, it is solved by a perturbation expansion in powers 

of J. To the first order in J, the self−consistent solutions are found to be 

𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 =  𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛0  +  
𝐽𝐽
𝐴𝐴2

𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2

�𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛+1, 𝑛𝑛0  + 𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛−1, 𝑛𝑛0   � 

𝜖𝜖 =
𝐴𝐴2

𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2 − 2𝐽𝐽 

𝐸𝐸(0)(x1,∙∙∙, xN) = −
𝐴𝐴2

2𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2 

and no an arbitrary site. Because the minimum energy of the band−type 

solution is  

𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
(𝐵𝐵)  =  −2𝐽𝐽 

The polaron binding energy is 

𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 =  
𝐴𝐴2

2𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔0
2 − 2𝐽𝐽 

It shows that  𝐴𝐴2

2𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔02
 is the maximum binding energy of the polaron, if 

J = 0 c is clear that the ratio of this maximum binding energy to the 

electronic bandwidth determines the size of the polaron corresponding 

to the infinitely narrow electronic band width. 
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2.3  Physical characteristics of small 
polaron 

 
If we consider the hopping conduction of small polaron, 

temperature dependent resistivity 𝜌𝜌(𝛵𝛵) can be written as [1, 2], 

𝜌𝜌(𝛵𝛵) = 𝜌𝜌0𝑇𝑇𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

� 

where α=1 is adiabatic and α=3/2 is non−adiabatic. In the nonadiabatic 

hopping regime, the expression of ρ0 is given by 

𝜌𝜌0 =
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵

𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠2𝑅𝑅2𝐶𝐶(1 − 𝐶𝐶)𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 (− 2𝑅𝑅
𝜉𝜉 )

 

where νph is the optical phonon frequency, N is the transition ion density, 

e electron charge, R is mean hopping distance, C is the fractional 

concentration of small polaron, ξ localization length(wave function 

decay length).  

Also, the activation energy is  

𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 = 𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻 +
𝑊𝑊𝐷𝐷

2
 ( 𝑇𝑇 >

𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷
2

 ) 

𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 = 𝑊𝑊𝐷𝐷  ( 𝑇𝑇 <
𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷
4

 ) 

Where WH the small polaron hopping energy, WD the disorder energy 

defined as the difference of electronic energies between two hopping 

sites and ΘD Debye temperature. In the adiabatic hopping regime, it is 

possible to approximate exp (−2R
ξ

) ≈ 1 since R/ξ is sufficiently small  

and therefore the expression of ρ0 is given by 
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𝜌𝜌0 =
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵

𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠2𝑅𝑅2𝐶𝐶(1 − 𝐶𝐶)
 

At relatively high temperature, 𝑇𝑇 > 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷
2

 , small polaron hopping 

conduction can be discussed in term of the polaron band width J [3−6]. 

𝐽𝐽 >  �
2𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝛵𝛵𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻

𝜋𝜋
�
1
4

 �
ℎ𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ
𝜋𝜋

�
1
2

          (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠) 

𝐽𝐽 <  �
2𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝛵𝛵𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻

𝜋𝜋
�
1
4

 �
ℎ𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ
𝜋𝜋

�
1
2

          (𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠) 

From the work of Miller and Abraham [7], the WD can also be obtained 

by 𝑊𝑊𝐷𝐷 = 𝐾𝐾 𝑒𝑒2

𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠𝑅𝑅
  where K is a constant which has a value of ~0.3 and 

εs is a static dielectric constant. The experimental values for EA, R as 

well the relation 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 = 𝑅𝑅
2

(𝜋𝜋
6

)
1
3  [8] and 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 = 3

4𝜋𝜋𝑁𝑁(𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹)𝑅𝑅3
, allow us to 

estimate the small polaron radius, rp. Both the mobility 𝜇𝜇 and mobile 

carrier density 𝑛𝑛 of small polaron [1, 9] are given by 

𝜇𝜇 =
𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑅𝑅2

𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇
𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �−

𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻

𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇
�  ( 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 ) 

𝑛𝑛 = 𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶(1 − 𝐶𝐶)𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �−
𝑊𝑊𝐷𝐷

2𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇
�  ( 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 )  

𝜇𝜇 =
𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑅𝑅2𝐽𝐽2

𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇 ℏ
�

𝜋𝜋
4𝑇𝑇𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻

�
1
2
𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �−

𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

�  ( 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 ) 

𝑛𝑛 =
𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶(1 − 𝐶𝐶)ℏ

𝐽𝐽2 � 𝜋𝜋
4𝑇𝑇𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻

�
1
2

𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 (−
2𝑅𝑅
𝜉𝜉

) ( 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 ) 
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Chapter 3 
Observation of small polaron 
conduction of LaMnSbO 
 

 

3.1  Abstract 

 
We have synthesized polycrystalline LaMnSbO, known as a 

p−type semiconductor with optical band gap ~1eV[20], and 

investigated its physical property. We observed the hysteresis of 

magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), and anomaly of thermopower, S(T), of 

LaMnSbO at the same temperature of ~250 K, but not shown in the 

electric resistivity, ρ(T). We measured the neutron powder 

diffraction(NPD) and found that these are due to the long range 

antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn at 250 K. Obtained spin configuration 

for LaMnSbO is C−type antiferromagnetic identical to LaMnPO and 

LaMnAsO, which is parallel to between Mn−Sb layers and antiparallel 

to Mn−Sb layer and at 3.5 K the refined magnetic moment of Mn2+ is 

~3.38 μB. From the negative value of S(T) we obtained that the majority 
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carriers are electrons. Furthermore, from the difference of energy gaps 

between electric resistivity, ρ(T), and thermopower, S(T), we found the 

existence of small polaron of LaMnSbO with binding energy, Ep, of ~72 

and ~90 meV for adiabatic and non−adiabatic, respectively, above 250 

K. Below ~230 K, its conduction shows 3 dimensional Mott variable 

range hopping. Therefore, we consider that there exists a crossover 

from small polaron hopping(SPH) to 3 dimensional Mott variable range 

hopping (3D VRH) driven by the long range antiferromagnetic ordering 

of Mn similar to the manganite. Our observation may indicate the 

possibility of the existence of small polaron for another Mn−based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds.  
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3.2  Sample preparation and 

experimental 
 

 

Polycrystalline samples were prepared by the solid state reaction 

of the starting materials, La (Alfa Aesar, pieces, 99.9 %), La2O3 (Alfa 

Aesar, powder, 99.999 %), Mn (Alfa Aesar, piece, 99.99 %) and Sb 

(Alfa Aesar, powder, 99.999 %). La2O3 powder was preheated at 950 

°C for 24h to remove hydroxides. La, Mn, La2O3 and Sb were used for 

LaMnSbO.  

Stoichiometric amounts of starting materials were mixed and 

thoroughly ground under Ar atmosphere. The prepared pellets of 

pressed powders at 450 kgf/cm2 were wrapped in Ta foil, sealed inside 

of an evacuated quartz tube, heated up to 923 K with a heating rate 150 

°C/h and then annealed for 12h. The samples were heated up again to 

1223 K with a heating rate 100 °C/h and then annealed for 48h. Finally 

the box furnace was slowly cooled down to room temperature at a 

cooling rate of 50 °C/h. Then, in order to obtain single phase all pellets 

were thoroughly reground, pressed and heated two or three more times 

under the same condition as mentioned above.  

The polycrystalline samples were examined by powder X−ray 

diffraction(XRD) using a conventional X−ray spectrometer with a 

EmpyreanTM, PANalytical and the intensity data were collected with 

Cu−Kα radiation over the 2θ range from 20 to 80° with a 0.013° step 

width. The electrical resistivity measurement was measured physical 
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property measurement system(PPMSTM, Quantum Design) by the 

standard four−probe method. The thermopower was measured by a 

static DC method based on the slope of a voltage versus temperature 

difference curve on the bar−type sample. The dc magnetic property  

measurement was carried out using a magnetic property measurement 

system(MPMS, Quantum Design). The neutron powder 

diffraction(NPD) measurement was performed from 3.5 to 300 K with 

a wavelength of 1.835 Å using high−resolution powder 

diffractometer(HRPD) at the HANARO of the Korea Atomic Energy 

Research Institute and Rietveld refinement was performed using the 

FULLPROF program package[40]. 
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Figure 3.1 (a) Powder X−ray diffraction data (black line) for 
polycrystalline compound LaMnSbO; Rietveld refinements (red dots) 
with Bragg peak positions for 1111 tetragonal P4/nmm phase (green 
tick marks) is displayed. No any impurity peaks are found. (b)  The 
M−H curve of LaMnSbO. No hysteresis is found in this curve, similar 
to the result of XRD data. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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3.3 Results of XRD and Rietveld 

refinement 
 

Typical XRD pattern peak for polycrystalline compound 

LaMnSbO, which is well indexed ZrCuSiAs−type structure (space 

group P4/nmm), is presented in Fig. 3.1(a). Single phase compound was 

obtained with no impurity peaks. We found that if the sample is exposed 

in air or humidity condition during sample synthesis process, the 

inevitable conformation of unknown impurity phases is followed. The 

Rietveld refinement for LaMnSbO peaks shows the lattice constants a 

= 0.4242 and c = 0.9562 nm at room temperature(RT), similar to 

previous reports a = 0.4228 and c = 0.9602 nm for epitaxially grown 

film[9], and a = 0.4242 and c = 0.9557 nm for single crystals[20], 

respectively. The measured density of ~4.74 g/cm3 for our 

polycrystalline compound LaMnSbO is ~74% of calculated density of 

~6.40 g/cm3 using the lattice parameters. 
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Figure 3.2 (a) Band structure (b) Density of states (DOS) of LaMnSbO, 
respectively, calculated with the DFT + U method using PBE exchange 
correlation functional and projected augmented wave pseudopotentials 
implemented in the VASP code. The calculated result exhibits an 
indirect band gap ~0.6 eV between the Γ point and M point. 
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3.4  Results of band structure and density 
of state (DOS) 

 

Figure 3.2(a) and (b) show the band structure and density of 

state (DOS) calculated with the density functional theory (DFT) + U 

method using PBE exchange−correlation functional and projected 

augmented wave pseudopotentials implemented in the VASP code. The 

energy cutoff is 400 eV and K−point sampling is performed via the 

10 × 10 × 5  Monkhorst−Pack mesh. The effective Coulomb and 

Exchange parameters are included through the Dudarev’s approach. 

The value for 𝑈𝑈 − 𝐽𝐽 required in this approach is 1.5 eV for Mn 3d and 

11eV for La 4f, respectively. The spin ordering of Mn2+ ions is 

antiferromagnetic and our calculation method followed the same 

procedure that of Hosono et al[20]. Our calculated result shows that 

there is an indirect band gap of ~ 0.6 eV between valence band 

maximum at Γ−point with two degenerate bands and conduction band 

minimum at M−point, similar to previous report (~0.586 eV)[20]. When 

they are projected to atomic orbital, the 3d of Mn and 5p of Sb orbitals 

show almost 90 % proportion, but with small portion of La and O orbital. 

Mn 3d electrons are highly hybridized with Sb 5p electrons. 

Consequently, the valence band maximum region is believed to 

correspond to Mn 3d orbital hybridized with Sb 5p orbital. 
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Figure 3.3 (a) The resistivity, ρ(T), of LaMnSbO in zero magnetic field. 
Semiconducting behavior in measured temperature range and no 
significant anomaly concerning the antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn 
is found. (b) The dc magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), of LaMnSbO under 
1000 Oe(red: field cooled, blue: zero field cooled). At 50 K an 
instantaneous increase due to O2 is meaningless. Note the bifurcation at 
~250 K pointed by dot line and positive slope as well small value of 
χ(T) above ~100 K, similar to another Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type 
compounds. (c) The thermopower, S(T), of LaMnSbO in zero magnetic 
field. Like the χ(T), the abrupt variation of the slope is seen at ~250 K 
pointed by dot line. 
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Figure 3.4 (a) The Arrhenius plot, i.e., lnρ(T) versus T −1 plot, of 
LaMnSbO. This plot fails to produce a straight line in all measured 
temperature range. (b) The curve of d(lnρ)/d(T−1) versus T −1 for 
LaMnSbO. This plot exhibits a clear hump with a maximum at ~241 K, 
suggesting a crossover of conduction channel. (c) The lnρ versus T −1/4 
plot of LaMnSbO. Below ~241 K, it satisfies 3 dimensional Mott 
variable range hopping (3D VRH). The inset shows the plot of 
log(−dlnρ/dlnT) versus logT. More reliable evidence for determination 
of the magnitude of the exponent, γ, in lnρ versus T −γ plot can be 
obtained from double logarithmic plot. From the value of ~0.245, we 
demonstrate 3D VRH below ~241 K. 
 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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3.5  Results of electric transport and 
thermopower measurement 

 

 

Figure 2.3(a) shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity, 

ρ(T), of LaMnSbO in a zero magnetic field. The other sample exposed 

in air for 24h shows the same characteristic over the entire temperature 

range and no significant difference is found, suggesting negligible 

sample degradation in air. The ρ(T) of LaMnSbO shows an insulating 

(semiconducting) behavior with absolute value of ~ 80.6 Ωcm at room 

temperature(RT), which is of 2 orders of magnitude larger than that of 

previous report for thin film LaMnSbO[20]. Previously reported 

electric transport studies on Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds 

showed that the conduction at or around RT is dominated by a thermally 

activated conduction. In order to identify that the conduction of 

LaMnSbO follows this behavior, we carried out the Arrhenius plot (lnρ 

versus T −1 plot) first. In general, the conduction mechanism for 

thermally activated band conduction or nearest neighbor hopping in 

semiconductor( insulator) is expressed as  

𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇) = 𝜌𝜌0 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 � 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴
𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

�     ( 1 ) 

where ρo, EA and kB denote pre−exponential factor, activation energy 

and Boltzmann constant, respectively. Both ρo and EA should be 

constant under this conduction. Figure 2.4(a) shows the lnρ versus T −1 

plot in all measured temperature range. Interestingly, it fails to produce 

a straight line in any temperature section, which is different from that 
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of another Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds. It appeared to satisfy 

the linear fit at 290 < T < 305 K, but it cannot be reasonable since ρ(T) 

in this narrow temperature section can also be well fitted with respect 

to T −1/4 (3D VRH) or T −1/3 (2D VRH). More attractive result is obtained 

from the derivative of the lnρ(T) with respect to T −1 as shown in Fig. 

3.4(a). Contrast to band conduction, the curve of d(lnρ)/d(T−1) versus 

T−1 for LaMnSbO exhibits a clear hump−like behavior with a maximum 

at ~241 K; For T > ~241 K, the slope is positive, whereas for T < ~241 

K the slope is negative. This behavior means that there exists a 

crossover of conduction mechanism in the vicinity of ~241 K. 

Furthermore, because the slope of lnρ(T) versus T−1 plot is proportional 

to the activation energy EA of sample, this result indicates the 

temperature dependence of EA and the description of electric 

conduction using Eq. (1) is inappropriate to LaMnSbO. Thus, such a 

behavior of ρ(T), as will be represented as Eq. (3), manifests the 

temperature dependence of ρo, providing explicit evidence of small 

polaron[24]. For T < ~241 K, the ρ(T) appears to be well described by 

3D VRH[21] 

𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇) = 𝜌𝜌0 �
𝑇𝑇0
𝑇𝑇
�
1
4     ( 2 ) 

In this case, the To is a constant described by To = (18/kBN(EF)ξ 3), N(EF) 

is a density of states near the Fermi level which is obtained from the 

slope of lnρ(T) versus T −1/4 plot and ξ localization length (wave function 

decay length). Figure 3.4(c) shows that below ~241 K it follows 3D 

VRH according to Eq. (2). Despite apparent linearity below ~241 K, 

more accurate evidence for 3D VRH is needed since we found that this 

plot was also well fitted with 2D VRH. Rigorously, the determination 
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of the magnitude of the exponent, γ, from the lnρ(T) versus T −γ plot 

directly often result in inaccurate value. To avoid the ambiguity and 

extract more reliable exponent we use the double logarithmic plot. The 

inset of Fig. 3.4(c) shows the result of the plot of log (−dlnρ/dlnT) 

versus logT. From the slope, obtained γ values are ~1.85 and ~0.245, 

respectively. Note that, for T > ~241 K, the γ value of ~1.85 is unusual 

and still far from thermally activated band conduction or nearest 

neighbor hopping conduction. Also, below ~241 K, the γ value of 

~0.245 is substantially close to 0.25, clearly indicating 3D VRH. 

Consequently, this results reflect that the LaMnSbO undergoes a certain 

phase transition around ~241 K, and then this phase transition gives rise 

to alteration of conduction toward 3D VRH. Here, we should note that 

this phase transition is not structural phase transition since no any 

evidences associated with the structural phase transition are observed 

in electric transport and magnetic susceptibility measurement as shown 

in Fig. 3.3(a) and (b), respectively, identical to previous reports for 

LaMnPnO[20] and AeMnPnF[13]. Taken together the nonlinearity of 

the plot of d(lnρ)/d(T −1) versus T −1 in Fig. 3.4(b), we therefore conclude 

that electrical conduction of LaMnSbO exhibits a crossover from SPH 

to 3D VRH due to a certain phase transition. As will be discussed below, 

we will assign this phase transition to the long range antiferromagnetic 

ordering of Mn in LaMnSbO. For T > ~241 K, assuming the small 

polaron hopping conduction for LaMnSbO, temperature dependent 

electric resistivity is expressed as[22, 23, 34] 

𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇) = 𝜌𝜌0𝑇𝑇𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴
𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

�     ( 3 ) 

where α = 1 is adiabatic and α = 3/2 is non−adiabatic, respectively. The 

expressions of ρo are given by[22, 23, 34] 
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𝜌𝜌0 = 𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵
𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒2𝑅𝑅2𝐶𝐶(1−𝐶𝐶)𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 (−2𝑅𝑅𝜉𝜉 )

 and 𝜌𝜌0 = 𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵
𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒2𝑅𝑅2𝐶𝐶(1−𝐶𝐶)

     ( 4 ) 

 

for the non−adiabatic and adiabatic hopping regime, respectively, 

where the νph is the optical phonon frequency, N is the transition ion 

density, e is the electron charge, R is mean hopping distance between 

localized sites, C is the fractional concentration of small polaron and ξ 

localization length (wave function decay length). Also, the activation 

energy can be written as[22, 23] 

 

𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 = 𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻 + 𝑊𝑊𝐷𝐷
2

 ( 𝑇𝑇 > 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷
2

 )  and  𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 = 𝑊𝑊𝐷𝐷 ( 𝑇𝑇 < 𝜃𝜃𝐷𝐷
4

 )     ( 5 ) 

 

where WH is the polaron hopping energy, WD is the disorder energy 

defined as the difference of electronic energies between two hopping 

sites and ΘD is Debye temperature. 
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Figure 3.5 The fit of small polaron conduction of LaMnSbO. This fit 
shows the result of fit according to Eq. (3) in case of adiabatic and 
non−adiabatic regime, respectively. The obtained activation energies 
from the slope are ~0.264 eV for adiabatic and ~0.273 eV for 
non−adiabatic, respectively. However, no significant difference cannot 
be found between two fits. Generally, it is irrelevant to discriminate 
whether the SPH conduction satisfies either the adiabatic or 
non−adiabatic regime only through the linear plot of the electric 
conductivity. 
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Figure 3. 6 (a) Schematic diagram of small polaron band (M. Jaime et 
al, PRB, 1996). (b) The temperature dependence of thermopower, S(T), 
of LaMnSbO. From the slope of S(T) versus T−1 above ~250 K, obtained 
thermopower energy gap, ES, is ~228 meV. The inset shows the law 
data of temperature dependent of thermopower measurement. 
 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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To confirm the SPH conduction for LaMnSbO, we have carried 

out the thermopower measurement. It is well known that if electric 

transport is occurred through either thermally activated band 

conduction from impurity band to a mobility edge or nearest neighbor 

hopping within impurity band, the electric and thermopower energy 

gaps, which denote the energy required to create a mobile charge carrier, 

must be equal. Namely, obvious difference between electric energy gap, 

EA, and thermopower energy gap, ES, is considered as the evidence of 

small polaron conduction. Figure 3.6(a) describes small polaron band 

more definitely. In small polaron transport, the temperature dependence 

of thermopower, S(T), can be expressed as[22−25, 34], 

𝑆𝑆(𝑇𝑇) =  𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵
𝑒𝑒
� 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠
𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

+ 𝛼𝛼�    ( 6 ) 

where Es is the thermopower energy gap which is the energy difference 

between identical lattice distortions with and without the charge carrier 

and α is a material dependent constant[33]. If the thermal energy kBT 

becomes much larger than that of small polaron bandwidth J (kBT≫J), 

S(T) approaches saturation under constant carrier concentration. In this 

case, S(T) is given by Heikes formula[22−25, 34], 

S =  𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵
𝑒𝑒

 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 �1−𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶

 � + 𝑆𝑆∞     ( 7 ) 

where c is a carrier concentration and S∞ is a constant. 

Figure 3.6(b) shows the temperature dependence of S(T) in LaMnSbO 

measured in PPMS up to 340 K. Like typical semiconductor (insulator), 

the value of S(T) on the order of ~890 μV/K at RT is large, similar to 

previous report for polycrystalline compound LaMnPO[14] and 

increases with decreasing temperature. For around 340 K, it is 

somewhat difficult to distinguish whether the S(T) approaches  
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saturation in agreement with Heikes formula given by Eq. (7). 

Interestingly, over all measured temperature range the observed value 

of S(T) is negative, indicating that the majority carriers in LaMnSbO 

are electrons, in contrast to hitherto known the fact that LaMnSbO is a 

p−type semiconductor(details will be discussed in below)[20]. 

Moreover, abrupt change of its slope is displayed below ~250 K, 

implying a variation of conduction channel around this temperature. 

This temperature of ~250 K, which the abrupt change of S(T) set in, 

remarkably coincides with that of the maximum of EA in the electric 

transport measurement, i.e., in the plot of d(lnρ)/d(T −1) versus T −1 as 

shown in the Fig. 3.4(b). It is noteworthy that our thermopower 

measurement is reproducible. Like electric transport, we assign this 

transition temperature to ~ 241 K. Compared to the electric transport 

measurement as shown Fig. 3.4(a), this result is somewhat surprising 

since this characteristic temperature is not directly observed in electric 

transport measurement, implying that thermopower measurement for 

LaMnSbO is much more sensitive to the variation of conduction 

channel in the material than the electric transport. Thus, the same 

response at ~241 K strongly supports that it is due to the intrinsic 

property of LaMnSbO.  

If conduction mechanism below this transition temperature is 

characterized by 3D VRH, the S(T) satisfies the relation S(T) ∝ T −1/4[35, 

36]. However, it is rather difficult to distinguish whether the conduction 

below ~250 K is content with 3D VRH due to the lack of our obtained 

data attributed to enormous increase of resistivity. Nevertheless, weak 

temperature dependence of S(T) below ~250 K may allude us to the  

conduction toward 3D VRH between localized states, consistent with 
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the result of electric transport as shown in Fig. 3.4(b) and (c). Extracted 

thermopower energy gap ES above ~ 241 K, from the linear fit of S(T) 

versus T −1 plot using the Eq. (6), is ~228 meV. Note that there exists 

clear difference between EA and ES. Because this clear energy difference, 

EA−ES, is precisely related to small polaron hopping energy, EH, and 

small polaron binding energy, Ep (= 2EH), we therefore conclude that 

conduction mechanism of LaMnSbO above ~241 K is governed by SPH. 

Calculated small polaron binding energy Ep is ~72 for adiabatic and ~90 

meV for non−adiabatic, respectively.  

Now, it is apparent that the conduction mechanism of LaMnSbO 

shows SPH above ~241 K and 3D VRH below ~241 K. If so, what 

happens at this temperature? Does this transition really reflect the 

intrinsic property of the sample? In this regard, it is important to inspect 

another possibility that it stems from structural phase transition and 

extrinsic factors, such as effect of grain size and boundary and magnetic 

impurity phases. We rule out these possibilities as follows. 

First, as already mentioned in Fig. 3.3(a) and (b), the electric and 

magnetic measurements for LaMnSbO obviously indicate that there is 

no structural phase transition in LaMnSbO. This result is also consistent 

with the tendency of previously reported Mn−based 1111−type 

series[12, 14−20, 36]. Second, it is known that thermopower 

measurement is less affected by the effect of grain boundary[35], but it 

has recently been reported that nano−size grains have marked effect on 

S(T)[33]. On the other hand, negligibly small effect on S(T) is expected 

in the case of enough large grain size (diameter > ~2 μm). The grain 

size in our polycrystalline compound LaMnSbO measured by FE−SEM 

is, in fact, above ~2−3 μm. So it is reasonable to interpret that abrupt 
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change in S(T) at ~250 K is not attributed to the effect of grain size and 

boundary. Similarly, we can rule out the effect of grain size and grain 

boundary when we explore the cause of variation of EA in electric 

transport as shown in Fig. 3.4(b).  

Third, it may be the most important problem to examine the possibility 

due to the presence and interaction of magnetic impurity phases which 

are readily parasitic on polycrystalline compound LaMnSbO. A 

possible magnetic impurity phases considered are a ferromagnet MnSb, 

antiferromagnet MnO and A−type antiferromagnet LaMnO3, but it 

should be noteworthy that no magnetic impurity phases were observed 

in XRD measurement. Furthermore, above ~100 K any contribution of 

magnetic impurity did not display in magnetic transport measurement 

as will be shown in Fig. 3.7(a) and (b). Definitely, their characteristic 

temperature, i.e., MnSb (TC = 586 K), MnO (TN < 122 K)[32] and 

LaMnO3 (TN = 140 K), respectively, is distinct from ~241 K at which 

this abrupt change from SPH to 3D VRH takes place. So we exclude 

the possibility due to magnetic impurity phases.  

Now, we carefully want to elucidate that this transition from 

SPH to 3D VRH is related with the antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn 

for LaMnSbO. First of all, we here emphasize that LaMnSbO is an 

antiferromagneic insulator. Note that magnetic properties of LaMnSbO, 

as will be shown in Fig. 3.7(a) and (b), is basically consistent with that 

of another Mn−based 1111−type compounds, which were characterized 

by the abnormally small value and positive curvature of M(T) and no 

clear manifestation concerning their TN in their magnetic transport 

measurement. Interestingly, magnetic property of all Mn−based 

1111−type compounds (LnMnPnO and AeMnPnF)[12, 14−20, 36] even 
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to all reported Mn−based ThCr2Si2−type(122−type) compounds[26−28] 

is unexceptionally antiferromagnetic no matter what their electric 

property is metal or insulator. Recently reported BaMnPnF series[12] 

are also antiferromagnetic. This reflects that antiferromagnetic ground 

state of Mn−based 1111−type series is the most stable and preferable, 

consistent with the calculated result of oxy−arsenide 1111−type series 

by Xu et al[29]. As already mentioned, there is a close similarity 

between LaMnPnO and AeMnPnF series in that with increasing the 

atomic number of Pn, TN decreases while magnetic moment of Mn 

increases. From this tendency, we have estimated much lower TN than 

RT and much larger magnetic moment of Mn for LaMnSbO compared 

to LaMnPO(TN = 375 K and 3.28 μB at 2 K)[14] and LaMnAsO(TN = 

318 K and 3.34 μB at 2 K)[19] belong to this LaMnPnO series. 

Surprisingly, the same hump−like behavior of activation energy in the 

d(lnρ)/d(T −1) versus T −1 plot, as shown in Fig. 3.4(b), is also shown in 

Ruddlesden−Popper type layered manganites, An+1MnnO3n+1(A = Ca 

and Sr), for n = 1 and 3, which show SPH conduction in their 

paramagnetic regime and a crossover of electric transport from SPH to 

3D VRH occurred close to TN[30, 31]. This result completely agrees 

with our experiments for LaMnSbO, but there is an essential difference 

between manganites and LaMnSbO in that formation of small polarons 

in manganites is due to the mixed−valance state of Mn ions (Mn3+ and 

Mn4+) and lattice distortion is induced as a result of the localization of 

the eg electrons of Mn3+ ions, whereas oxidation state of Mn in 

LaMnSbO is only Mn2+. Though we surmise that the small polaron in 

LaMnSbO lies in Mn2+ sites, but it is unclear at this stage. A theoretical 

consideration about this phenomena was carried out by Emin et al[24].    
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They pointed out that if the transport of small polaron is occurred 

through nearest neighbor hopping, noticeable decrease of hopping rate 

at TN exists in antiferromagnet, but not in ferromagnet, and this 

magnetic phase transition leads to the decrease of mobility of small 

polaron. Combining our experimental results with above ones, we 

conclude that LaMnSbO undergoes nearest neighbor hopping 

conduction of small polaron due to antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn at 

~241 K, and subsequently this transition 3D VRH is evolved. Thus, we 

attribute this transition at ~241 K to the long range antiferromagnetic 

ordering of Mn in LaMnSbO. For comparison, it is interesting that the 

TN of PrMnSbO[13], which is the only one whose electric and magnetic 

properties are investigated in depth among LnMnSbO series, is 230 K, 

similar to our estimated TN of LaMnSbO in this study. Lastly, we 

mention the previous work for LaMnPnO series for comparison, i.e., 

three thin films LaMnPO, LaMnAsO and LaMnSbO, by Kayanuma et 

al[20]. They found that not only LaMnSbO has an indirect band gap of 

~1 eV, which is measured from optical absorption spectra, but also the 

electrical transport for all three thin films clearly deviates from the 

Arrhenius plot below TN for LaMnPO and LaMnAsO and above TN for 

LaMnSbO. In this regard, our result coincides with that of thin film 

LaMnSbO since our interpretation with respect to the electric transport 

in polycrystalline compound LaMnSbO is small polaron hopping 

conduction above ~241 K and 3D VRH below ~241 K, instead band 

conduction. However, they reported extremely small activation energy 

EA of ~10 meV for thin film LaMnSbO contrary to our result. As shown 

in Fig. 3.5, the extracted electric activation energy, EA, in our 

polycrystalline compound LaMnSbO is large on the order of ~264 meV 
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for adiabatic and ~273 meV for non−adiabatic regime, respectively. 

Besides, the thermopower energy gap, ES, is also enough large to ~228 

meV. From this apparent difference between EA and ES, we identify the 

formation of small polaron in LaMnSbO. The more severe discrepancy, 

even though the value of thermopower S(T) for thin film LaMnSbO is 

somewhat similar to that of ours at RT, is the sign of S(T); i.e., their 

result for thin film LaMnSbO is positive, but our result for 

polycrystalline one is negative for all measured temperature range 

without sign change. It is uncertain where this discrepancies resulted 

from, but one possible reason may be due to the nonstoichiometry or 

occurrence of abnormal metallic impurity phases in their thin film. 
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Figure 3.7 (a) The magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), of LaMnSbO under 
1000 Oe. Clearly, the χ(T) shows the bifurcation between field cooled 
and zero field cooled at 250 K. (b) The magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), of 
LaMnSbO under 30000 Oe. No bifurcation is found. (c) The M−H 
curve of LaMnSbO. No hysteresis is seen, implying that there is no 
significant impurity phases. 
 

(b) (c) 

(a) 
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3.6  Results of magnetic properties 
 

Figure 3.7(a)−(c) show the magnetic transport property of 

LaMnSbO. For the Fig. 3.7(a), decreasing behavior of magnetic 

susceptibility, χ(T), with decreasing temperature is displayed. At low 

temperature, upturn behavior is due to paramagnetic impurity phases. 

Increasing behavior of χ(T) above TN is displayed. Interestingly, the 

long range antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn confirmed from neutron 

powder diffraction measurement at TN = 250 K for LaMnSbO did not 

show under high field(1−3 T). This is clearly seen in Fig. 3.7(b). But, 

finally our elaborate effort to find the trace of the antiferromagnetic 

ordering of LaMnSbO came to fruition and found its hysteresis as 

shown in Fig. 3.7(a). It is in common that this featureless magnetic 

susceptibility data at TN is found in another Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type 

compounds; for example, χ(T) for LaMnPO (TN = 375(5) K), 

LaMnAsO(TN = 318 K), BaMnPF(TN > 300 K), BaMnAsF(TN = 338 K), 

BaMnSbF(TN = 272 K). This result was considered as the effect of 

strong p−d and d−d hybridization in the material. Also, results of 

122−type compounds is similar; for example, BaFe2As2, BaMn2As2 

amd BaMn2Bi2. Here, we should emphasize that unknown 

ferromagnetic impurity phases are always accompanied when the 

samples are prepared in air or humidity condition. As shown in Fig. 

3.7(c) we have confirmed that M−H curve shows no hysteresis when 

samples are prepared in Ar filled glove box with humidity below 

0.4ppm and oxygen below 0.5ppm. 
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Figure. 3.8 (a) Neutron diffraction data (red dots) taken at 300 K. (b) 
Neutron diffraction data (red dots) taken at 3.5 K. The black line 
represents the results of Rietveld refinement with the tetragonal 
(P4/nmm) symmetry. Two arrows represent spin ordering peaks of the 
(100)Mag and (101)Mag diffractions at 25.2° and 27.6°, respectively. The 
inset shows that the spin configuration for LaMnSbO is a C−type 
antiferromagnetic identical to the LaMnPO and LaMnAsO. (c) Refined 
magnetic moments of Mn versus temperature. The black line represents 
a magnetic moment fit to the power law µ(T) = µ0(1−T/TN)β with critical 
exponent β = 0.23. At 3.5 K refined magnetic moment corresponds to 
~3.38 μB/Mn. For clarity, the inset shows the intensity change of 
magnetic peaks as a function of temperature. (d) Refined lattice 
parameters of LaMnSbO. 
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3.7  Results of neutron powder diffraction 
measurement(NPD) 

 
Figure 3.8 (a)−(d) show the results of the crystal and magnetic 

structure of LaMnSbO was determined using NPD measurement. The 

possible magnetic structures were constructed using the magnetic 

symmetry analysis, and the diffraction data were refined using the 

FULLPROF program package[40]. The spins point along the c axis, as 

indicated by the absence of (001) magnetic peak, and the structure is of 

the C−type antiferromagnetic identical to the LaMnPO and LaMnAsO, 

which is parallel to between Mn−Sb layers and antiparallel to Mn−Sb 

layer. 

The refinement results for T = 300 and 3.5 K are shown in Fig. 

3.8(a) and (b), respectively: good agreement factors, χ2 = 7.02, RB = 

5.6%, Rf = 3.4%, and Rmag = 7.1%, are obtained. The obtained three 

dimensional magnetic structure is shown in the inset in Fig. 3.8(b). The 

ordered magnetic moment of Mn ions at 3.5 K is ~3.38 μB and Fig. 3.8(c) 

is shown the ordered magnetic moment of Mn as functions of 

temperature. The black line shows a magnetic moment fit to the power 

law µ(T) = µ0(1−T/TN)β with critical exponent β = 0.23. We can 

conclude that the TN for LaMnSbO is ~ 250 K. Furthermore, we 

observed the diffuse scattering from the NPD data of LaMnSbO, 

indicating that localized short range antiferromagneic order of Mn 

maintains above TN. As the temperature decreases, the intensity of 
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diffuse scattering increases, and then absorbed behavior in the long 

range antiferromagnetic order of Mn is observed below TN, indicating 

that the short range antiferromagnetic order merged into the long range 

antiferromagnetic order below TN. For clarity, the inset of Fig. 2(c) 

shows the enlargement of two spin ordering peaks of the (100)Mag and 

(101)Mag diffractions at 25.2° and 27.6°, respectively, below TN, and 

diffuse scattering dressed in back ground above TN. 

We emphasize that no structural phase transition is accompanied 

by the antiferromagnetic ordering, since we found that refined lattice 

parameters and cell volume both varies continuously down to 3.5 K, 

suggesting no structural phase transition. This characteristic more 

clearly is seen in Fig. 3.8(d). 

From this result, for LaMnPnO series the tendency that with 

increasing the atomic number of Pn, TN decreases while magnetic 

moment of Mn increases is proved, consistent with the AeMnPnF series. 

On one hand, at present magnetic property of all Mn−based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds (LnMnPnO and AeMnPnF)[12,14−20,36] 

even to all reported Mn−based ThCr2Si2−type (122−type) 

compounds[26−28] is unexceptionally antiferromagnetic no matter 

what their electric property is metal or insulator. Our result reconfirms 

that the antiferromagnetic ground state for Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type 

compounds is most stable and preferable, consistent with the theoretical 

result of oxy−arsenide ZrCuSiAs−type compounds by Xu et al[29]. 
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3.8  Discussion 
 

 

The magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), of LaMnSbO clearly reveals the 

bifurcation between field cooled and zero field cooled concerning the 

long range antiferromagnetic order of Mn at 250 K confirmed by NPD 

measurement. However, it is not in general feature in Mn−based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds. Namely, except a few compounds such as 

BaMn2As2[49]  the χ(T) of Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds 

does not show any anomaly at TN. For example, the experimental results 

of χ(T) for polycrystalline samples of BaMnAsF(TN = 338 K)[12] and 

LaMnPO(TN = 375 K)[17] up to 750 K, and for BaMn2P2(unknown 

TN)[50] up to 750 K did not show an anomaly concerning the 

antiferromagnetic order of Mn, though the derivative of ρ(T) of 

LaMnPO shows an anomaly at TN. The results of BaMnAsF[12] and 

BaMnSbF[12] are the same cases. This has been known as a result of 

strong d−d exchange interaction[12,49]. 

Increasing but nearly temperature independent behavior of χ(T) 

above TN is also shown in LaMnPO(TN = 375 K)[14,17], BaMnAsF(TN  

= 338 K) [12], BaMnSbF(TN  = 318 K) [12], BaMn2P2(unknown 

TN)[50] and BaMn2As2(TN  = 625 K) [27]. This result has been known 

as due to the strong d−d exchange interaction of Mn−Mn. 

The refinement result of LaMnSbO through the NPD measurement 

shows C−type antiferromagnetic order of Mn2+ moments and reduced 

magnetic moment of ~3.38 μB/Mn at 3.5 K. This spin configuration of 
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Mn2+ moments of LaMnSbO, which is ferromagnetic(parallel) between 

Mn−Sb layers and antiferromagnetic(antiparallel) within Mn−Sb layer, 

is identical to LaMnPO[14,17], LaMnAsO[19] and NdMnAsO[19]. It 

is interesting to compare C−type spin alignment of Mn2+ moments of 

LaMnPnO(LaMnPO, LaMnAsO and LaMnSbO) with G−type spin 

configuration of BaMnPnF(BaMnAsF, BaMnSbF and BaMnBiF)[12], 

which is antiparallel between Mn−Pn layers as well as antiparallel to 

Mn−Pn layer. This result reflects that there is more strong exchange 

interaction between Mn−Pn layers of BaMnPnF than that of LaMnPnO. 

The reduced magnetic moment of ~3.38 μB/Mn of LaMnSbO at 

3.5 K is still smaller than high spin state(~5 μB/Mn) of Mn2+ ion(3d5), 

but it is bigger than LaMnPO(3.28 μB/Mn at 2 K)[17] and LaMnAsO 

(3.34 μB/Mn at 2 K)[19]. Furthermore, the TN of LaMnSbO is ~250 K, 

which is lower than LaMnPO (TN = 375 K) and LaMnAsO (TN = 318 

K). From this result, for LaMnPnO series the tendency that with 

increasing the atomic number of Pn, TN decreases while magnetic 

moment of Mn increases is proved. It is interesting that this result 

applies to the BaMnPnF series, i.e., BaMnPF(TN > 300 K and unknown 

magnetic moment)[47], BaMnAsF(TN = 338 K and 3.65 μB/Mn)[12] 

and BaMnSbF(TN = 272 K and 3.65 μB/Mn)[12], respectively. 

Another interesting feature about NPD measurement of LaMnSbO 

is that above TN the diffuse scattering is observed. The inset of Fig. 2(c) 

shows this more clearly. This result implies that localized short range 

antiferromagnetic order of Mn exists above TN. With decreasing 

temperature the intensity of diffuse scattering increases, but no 

evidence for the enhancement of the correlation length of short range 

order is observed. Below TN the disappearance of diffuse scattering is 
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found. However, though the short range antiferromagnetic order seems 

to merge into the long range antiferromagnetic order below TN, it is 

reasonable to consider this convergence as the coexistence of short− 

and long− range order of Mn. Since above TN we have verified the 

existence of small polaron in LaMnSbO due to the lattice distortion, we 

suspect that one possible reason for this short range antiferromagnetic 

order may be due to the lattice distortion. This result may be related to 

the no anomalies around TN as well as the nearly temperature 

independent behavior in magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), for Mn−based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds. 

On the other hand, for the F−doped iron based superconductor, 

LnFeAsO1-xFx, the antiferromagnetic order of f−electron of rare earth 

elements below TC has been known; i.e., CeFeAsO1-xFx(0.83 μB/Ce at 

1.7 K)[43], PrFeAsO0.85F0.15(0.84 μB/Pr at 5 K)[44], NdFeAsO1-xFx(1.55 

μB/Nd at 0.3 K)[45], and SmFeAsO0.85F0.15(~0.53 μB/Sm at 1.6 K)[46]. 

For Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds with f−electron the 

antiferromagnetic order of f−electron below TN was also observed, 

similar to the LnFeAsO1-xFx. Strong coupling between the moments of 

3d and 4f affects spin configuration of Mn2+ moment and results in spin 

rotation to another direction, so called spin reorentation. Namely, spin 

reorientation of Mn2+ moments below TN takes place driven by 

f−electron. For Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds spin 

reorientation of Mn2+ moments was also reported for CeMnAsO(TN > 

300 K and TSR = ~34.1 K)[48], PrMnSbO(TN = 230 K and TSR = 

35K)[13] and NdMnAsO(TN = 359 K and TSR = 23K)[41], respectively. 

Below TN, these compounds show the spin alignment of Mn2+ moments 

from c axis to ab plane within Mn−Pn layer. Interestingly, 
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PrMnSbO(polycrystalline, TN = 230 K)[13] reported by Kimber et al 

shows the structural phase transition(from tetragonal to orthorhombic), 

which is not common in Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds, and 

spin reorientation of Mn2+ moment simultaneously at ~35 K, similar to 

the Fe−based arsenides(LnFeAsO). 

Though LaMnSbO has large lattice parameters(a = 0.4239 and c = 

0.9556 nm at 300 K), neither structural phase transition nor spin 

reorientation is observed down to 3.5 K. This results may be due to no 

f−electron of La3+ state([Xe]) of LaMnSbO. Even to BaMnBiF[12], 

which is the largest lattice parameters(a = 0.45198 nm and  c = 0.9875 

nm at 173 K) among ZrCuSiAs−type compounds, both structural phase 

transition and spin reorentation of Mn2+ moments were also not found 

due to no f−electron of Ba2+([Xe])state of BaMnBiF, implying the 

significance of interaction between Mn d− and Lanthanides f−electron 

in order to induce the spin reorientation of Mn2+ moment[13,41,48].  

On the other hand, the electric properties of most Mn−based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds reported show an 

insulating(semiconducting) behavior, except metallic PrMnSbO[13]. 

At present reported electric transport studies have showed either 

thermally activated conduction for BaMnPnF(polycrystalline)[12] and 

LaMnPO(polycrystalline)[14] or subtle crossover of  3 dimensional 

variable range hopping(3D VRH) conduction for 

NdMnSbO(polycrystalline)[19], SmMnAsO1-x(polycrystalline) [36] 

and 2D VRH LaMnAsO(polycrystalline)[16]. Also, Kayanuma et al 

reported the deviation from the thermally activated conduction below 

300 K for LaMnPnO(epitaxially grown film) [20].  

For electric transport measurement of LaMnSbO, we observed that 
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the electric resistivity, ρ(T), does not follow the thermally activated 

conduction around RT and the crossover of conduction from no 

Arrhenius−type to 3D VRH around ~250 K is evolved. From the NPD 

measurement, we observed that the TN of LaMnSbO is ~250 K. This 

result strongly implies that the variation of conduction is driven by the 

long range antiferromagnetic order of Mn. From the difference of 

energy gaps between electric activation of EA(~264 meV for adiabatic 

and ~273 meV for non−adiabatic, respectively) and thermopower 

energy gap of ES(~228 meV) in the regime of above TN, we found the 

existence of small polaron in LaMnSbO with small polaron binding 

energy, Ep, of ~72 and ~90 meV for adiabatic and non−adiabatic, 

respectively. We therefore conclude that the dominant conduction 

mechanism of LaMnSbO is the SPH above TN, and 3D VRH below TN. 

Furthermore, from the negative sign of thermopower we found that the 

majority carriers of our polycrystalline LaMnSbO are electron. 

Contrast to the Fe based 1111−type compounds, no 

antiferromagnetic spin density wave−like behavior in Mn based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds was found yet. This implies that 

localization of Mn moment due to the Hund’s coupling is so strong that 

it makes hard for Mn−Pn layer to form the delocalized(itinerant) state. 

This result is reflected by the fact that below TN the most Mn based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds are still antiferromagnetic insulator and no 

transition into the metallic phase due to delocalization state is shown. 

Our result for LaMnSbO is the same case. As shown in Fig. 1(a), after 

the long range antiferromagnetic order of Mn the ρ(T) of LaMnSbO still 

shows increasing behavior, not itinerant state.  

Meanwhile, observed change of electric conduction from SPH to 
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3D VRH around TN is similar to the theoretical consideration carried 

out by Emin et al[24]. They demonstrated that if the transport of small 

polaron is occurred through nearest neighbor hopping, noticeable 

decrease of hopping rate in antiferromagnet exists at TN, but not in 

ferromagnet. Namely, the enhancement of the activation energy of the 

small polaron hopping rate driven by the antiferromagnetic order leads 

to the remarkable decrease of mobility of small polaron below TN. Since 

the small polaron bandwidth is extremely narrow, if any fluctuations in 

potential energy between randomly distributed neighboring impurity 

sites exceed the bandwidth, this narrow band of small polron can be 

washed out, and then variable range hopping between impurity sites 

predominates its conduction below TN. Pursuing this analogy, it is 

reasonable to interpret that LaMnSbO undergoes nearest neighbor 

hopping conduction of small polaron at TN, and subsequently 3D VRH 

between impurity sites is evolved. 

Now, we would compare our result with that of epitaxially grown 

film of LaMnSbO[20] reported by Kayanuma et al. They observed that 

the ρ(T) of thin film LaMnSbO deviates from the Arrhenius−type below 

TN and obtained electric activation energy, EA, on the order of ~10 meV. 

Also, from the S(T) data of thin film LaMnSbO they obtained that the 

majority carriers are hole and one can obtain the thermopower energy 

gap, ES, above ~120 meV at RT. If band conduction or thermally 

activated conduction between impurity sites dominates the conduction 

mechanism of their thin film LaMnSbO, the EA and ES should be the 

same. However, the result of thin film LaMnSbO is in discord with this 

respect. It is uncertain where this discrepancy results from. With regard 

to the difference of charge carriers between polycrystalline and thin film 
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LaMnSbO, it may be due to the oxygen or antimony deficiency of 

sample. For example, the majority carriers for polycrystalline sample 

of LaMnPO[14] were electron, while that of thin film LaMnPO[20] 

were hole.  

Lastly, it is uncertain at this stage what the origin of small polaron 

is and where the small polaron exists in LaMnSbO. As mentioned above, 

not only a strong d−d hybridization of Mn−Mn and p−d hybridization 

of Mn−Sb, but oxygen/ antimony deficiency may be a plausible reason 

for the formation of small polaron in LaMnSbO.  

The remaining question is that the existence of small polaron is unique 

for LaMnSbO. Because of the degrees of freedom of 5 folds 3d orbitals 

of Mn2+ as well as the strong d−d and p−d hybridization, it is reasonable 

to think that the possibility of the existence of small polaron for another 

Mn−based ZrCuSiAs−type compounds is sufficient. Further 

investigation is needed to elucidate the existence of small polaron for 

another ZrCuSiAs−type compounds. 
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3.9  Conclusion 
 

In summary, we have synthesized high purity polycrystalline 

compound LaMnSbO and investigated its physical property. In this 

report, we first demonstrated that the conduction mechanism of 

LaMnSbO is related to the formation of small polaron due to lattice 

distortion. Careful analysis of the plot of d(lnρ)/d(T −1) versus T −1 and 

double logarithmic plot of log(−dlnρ/dlnT) versus logT both enables us 

to find that the ρ(T) of LaMnSbO involves temperature dependent 

activation energy EA and exhibits a clear crossover of conduction 

mechanism into 3D VRH at ~241 K. To explore the origin of this 

crossover and elucidate whether this transition is intrinsic or not, we 

have carried out thermopower measurement. Because the formation of 

small polaron in LaMnSbO was corroborated by the existence of the 

energy gap difference between electric activation energy EA and 

thermopower energy gap ES, we conclude that conduction mechanism 

varies from small polaron hopping (SPH) to 3D VRH in the vicinity of 

~241 K. Furthermore, the same abrupt change both S(T) and d(lnρ)/d(T 
−1) versus T −1 plot at the same temperature, ~241 K, supports that it is 

due to intrinsic property, not due to structural phase transition, effect of 

grain size and boundary and magnetic impurity phases. Therefore, we 

assign this transition to the antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn in 

LaMnSbO, consistent with Ruddlesden−Popper type layered 

manganites An+1MnnO3n+1 (A = Ca and Sr) for n = 1 and 3. To clarity  

our analysis, we performed the NPD measurement and obtained the 

completely coincident result.  
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Chapter 4 
Doping dependence of 
LaMnSbO 
 

 

4.1  Abstract 
 

At present research of doping dependence of Mn−based 

ZrCuSiAs−type compounds still opening stage, but several progress has 

been made in LaMnPO[1], LaMnAsO[2,3] and SmMnAsO1−x[4]. The 

common results of these research are that it is very difficult to suppress 

the magnetic moment of Mn completely through doping. Recently 

reported high pressure study for LaMnPO[5,6], however, shows that the 

antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn can be completely eliminated under 

high pressure at ~34 GPa. 

On the other hand, accumulated experience and knowledge in 

cuprates let one know that the highest critical temperature(TC) can be 

obtained when proper doping and pressure suppress the localized 

moment of electrons in antiferromagnetic insulators and then induce the 

electron delocalization transition. Since recently reported Fe−based 

1111−type superconductor is bad metal[7−9] and the absence of this 
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transition, much higher TC may not be expected. So we have searched 

iso−structural antiferromagnetic Mn based compound LnMnSbO(Ln = 

lanthonoid) and investigated their physical properties and  doping 

dependence. Widespread belief says that the rigidity of Hund’s rule 

coupling in Mn based compounds is so strong as to prevent its localized 

electrons from forming the itinerant ones. Namely, the long range 

correlations(long range antiferromagnetic ordering) of local Mn 

moments cannot be collapsed under proper doping and weak/moderate 

pressure[6]. This is the reason why Mn−based superconductors have 

not been known until now. However, we have tried to challenge this 

conventional wisdom. Unfortunately, we could not find the 

superconductivity yet, but we observed striking phenomenon. To 

conclude, our finding is that the codoping(two different charge carrier 

doping) converts insulating state into the metallic one in LaMnSbO. In 

this case, it is enough relatively low doping concentration in order to 

convert its electronic state to metallic one. Our finding may supply 

another alternative to find the superconductivity of Mn based 

compounds. 
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Figure 4.1 (a) Schematic diagram of the structure of LaMnSbO. The 
conducting Mn−Sb layer and insulating La−O layer both are flexible to 
extrinsic dopants. (b) Schematic diagram of doping sites in LaMnSbO.  
 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.2 (a) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xCaxMnSbO(x = 0.05−0.2). 
(b) The magnetization, M(T), of La1−xCaxMnSbO(x = 0.1 and 0.2). 
 

 

(b) 

(a) 
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Figure 4.3 (a) result of XRD measurement of La1−xSrxMnSbO(x = 
0.01−0.1). (b) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMnSbO(x = 0.01−0.2). 
(c) The magnetization, M(T), of La1−xSrxMnSbO(x = 0.01−0.2). 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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4.2  Hole doping dependence 
 

 

4.2.1  Ca doping effect 
 

For hole doping into the LaMnSbO, we have used the alkaline earth 

metal(Ca and Sr) as dopants. Unfortunately, Ba(barium) element 

doping and substitution transition metal for Mn site do not carried out 

for the lack of time.  

Figure 4.2(a) show the temperature dependence of resistivity in 

La1−xCaxMnSbO(x = 0.05−0.2). It is well known that the remarkable 

electric conduction in LnMnPnO (Pn = pnictogen) can be improved by 

Ca or Sr doping (hole doping)[1,10]. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4.2(a) the 

ρ(T) decreases with increasing Ca concentration, x, and shows no 

further decreasing behavior above x ≥ 0.05. For comparison, at 288 K 

the absolute value(~0.11 Ωcm) of ρ(T) for x = 0.05 has at least 3 orders 

of magnitude smaller than that of undoped LaMnSbO(~80.6 Ωcm). 

Decrease of ρ(T) of La1−xCaxMnSbO explains well that 

La1−xCaxMnSbO is degenerate semiconductor and has relatively 

shallow impurity band. However, we found that Ca doping, up to x = 

0.2, never gives rise to semiconductor to metal transition (SMT). 

Figure 4.2(b) shows the temperature dependence of magnetization, 

M(T), of Ca doped compounds. For comparison, the value of M(T) for 

Ca doped ones increases slightly(~ 0.62 ×10−3 μB/f.u. for x = 0.1 and 
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~1.12 ×10−3 μB/f.u. at 300 K at x = 0.2, respectively), suggesting the 

increase of magnetic impurity. Above x = 0.3, the value of M(T) 

drastically increases(not shown). This strongly implies that the 

saturation of solid solubility with Ca dopant is below x < 0.3.  

 

 

4.2.2  Sr doping effect 
 

 

Figure 4.3(a) shows the result of XRD measurement of 

La1−xSrxMnSbO. We found that with increasing the Sr concentration the 

growing impurity phases increase. Clearly, this implies that the real 

contents of Sr are smaller than that of nominal composition of La1-

xSrxMnSbO. 

Figure 4.3(b) shows the temperature dependence of resistivity, 

ρ(T),  of La1−xSrxMnSbO(x = 0.01−0.2). The ρ(T) decreases 

systematically with increasing x. Decreasing tendency of ρ(T) with 

increasing Sr is similar to Ca doped ones. But for Sr doped compounds, 

severe decrease of ρ(T) is observed, while that of Ca doped one, 

La1−xCaxMnSbO, remains nearly constant above x ≥ 0.05 to x = 0.2. For 

comparison, the absolute value of ρ(T) for both Ca and Sr content x = 

0.05 at 288 K (~0.11 Ωcm) has at least 3 orders of magnitude smaller 

than that of undoped LaMnSbO (~80.6 Ωcm). This tendency explains 

well that all doped compounds with Ca and Sr are degenerate 

semiconductor and impurity band of Sr is shallower than that of Ca 

doped ones. For Sr doped ones the semiconductor to metal transition 
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(SMT) is observed at x ≥ 0.15, while for Ca doped ones no SMT is seen. 

This can be easily understood by the atomic size effect. Namely, since 

the atomic radius of Sr (0.215 nm) is much bigger than that of Ca (0.196 

nm), it seems to be easy to hybridize with the Mn−Sb layer. 

We obtained change of activation energy EA from ~57(8) to 90(1) meV. 

In comparison, the SMT of La1−xSrxMnAsO[10] reported by Sun et al 

was observed at x = 0.08. Interestingly, it is known that the band gap of 

LaMnAsO is known as ~1.4 eV. On the contrary, the band gap of 

LaMnSbO is known as ~1.0 eV. Our experimental result of Sr doping 

meets SMT at x = 0.15. Though a smaller band gap compared to 

LaMnAsO, LaMnSbO needs much more Sr concentration to meet the 

SMT. What brings out this contrasting result? We think that the 

LaMnSbO experiences difficulty in inserting the Sr dopant perfectly  

above this concentration(x = 0.08). It is interesting that the absolute 

value of ρ(T) for La0.9Sr0.1MnSbO (~0.19 Ωcm at 300 K) is similar to 

that of Ca doped one, i.e. La0.9Ca0.1MnSbO ( ~0.17 Ωcm at 300 K). The 

growing impurity phases above this concentration may possible reason 

for this phenomena. It coincides with the result of XRD measurement 

of La1-xSrxMnSbO as shown in Fig. 4.3(a), which shows unknown small 

impurity peak at 29.1°.  

Figure 4.3(c) shows the temperature dependence of 

magnetization, M(T), of La1−xSrxMnSbO. For comparison, the value of 

M(T) for Ca doped ones increases slightly(~ 0.62×10−3 μB /f.u. for x = 

0.1 and ~1.12 ×10−3 μB/f.u. at 300 K at x = 0.2, respectively). 

The behavior of M(T) of La1−xSrxMnSbO is different from Ca doped 

ones. As shown in Fig. 4.3(c), the value of M(T) has even much smaller 

than that of undoped LaMnSbO up to Sr concentration x = 0.2 (i.e., 
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~0.31 ×10−3 μB/f.u. for x = 0.01, ~0.16×10−3 μB/f.u. for x = 0.03, 

~0.24×10−3 μB/f.u. for x = 0.05, ~0.28×10−3 μB/f.u. for x = 0.1 and 

~0.42×10−3 μB/f.u. for x = 0.2 at 300 K, respectively). This result 

implies that the solid solution is much more favorable to the Sr than Ca 

similar to previous reports[1,10]. It may be due to the fact that atomic 

radius of Sr(0.215 nm) is much larger that of La(0.187 nm) and 

Ca(0.196 nm). Again, as shown in Fig. 4.3(b), if we remind that the 

metallic conduction is observed at Sr concentration x ≥ 0.15, it is very 

interesting result that the value of M(T) at x = 0.2 is still smaller than 

that of parent LaMnSbO. This result may imply that Sr doping(hole 

doping) hardly suppresses the Mn antiferromagnetic ordering and local 

Mn2+ moments. Also, it may be reasonable to expect that the TN of 

LaMnSbO must be preserved even in metallic state similar to previous 

reports[5, 10−12]. If hole doping hardly changes the antiferrromagnetic 

ordering of Mn(TN), the reason for rapid increasing of M(T) of 

La1−xCaxMnSbO above x = 0.1 may be attributed to the increase of 

magnetic impurity phases. However, this is unclear at this stage. More 

investigation is needed to elucidate this phenomenon. 
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Figure 4.4 (a) Result of XRD measurement of LaMn1−xFexSbO(x = 
0.01−0.07). (b) The resistivity, ρ(T), of LaMn1−xFexSbO(x = 0.1−0.2). 
(c) The magnetization, M(T), of LaMn1−xFexSbO(x = 0.01−0.1). 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 4.5 (a) Result of XRD measurement of LaMn1−xCuxSbO(x = 
0.01−0.07). (b) The resistivity, ρ(T), of LaMn1−xCuxSbO(x = 0.01−0.1). 
(c) The magnetization, M(T), of LaMn1−xCuxSbO(x = 0.01−0.1). 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.6 (a) Result of XRD measurement of LaMn1−xZnxSbO(x = 
0.01−0.07). (b) The resistivity, ρ(T), of LaMn1−xZnxSbO(x = 0.01−0.1). 
 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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4.3  Electron doping dependence 
 

 

4.3.1  Fe doping effect  
 

 

We have used the transition metals(Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn) as 

dopants. Here, we omitted the doping dependence of Co and Ni since 

its properties is still under investigation.  

Figure 4.4(a) shows the XRD measurement of LaMn1-xFexSbO. No 

significant impurity peaks are seen, implying single phase is sustained 

in Fe doping.  

Figure 4.4(b) shows the temperature dependence of ρ(T) for 

LaMn1−xFexSbO. Contrast to that of Ca or Sr doped ones, the ρ(T) 

clearly shows that partial substitution of Fe for Mn hardly improve the 

conductivity of LaMnSbO. In the high temperature range, with 

increasing x slightly decreasing behavior of ρ(T) is seen. However, for 

x = 0.2 the absolute value of ρ(T) has at best one order of magnitude 

smaller than that of LaMnSbO (~80.6 Ωcm at RT), implying that the 

impurity level of Fe is relatively deep and the electron doping effect by 

one more electron Fe2+(3d6) substitution onto Mn2+(3d5) seems to be 

marginal.  

For its conduction, it is uncertain that the ρ(T) satisfies the 

thermally activated conduction in relatively high temperature 
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range(around RT). Clearly, 3−dimensional Mott VRH[13,14] is 

satisfied in relatively low temperature, 𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇) = 𝜌𝜌0 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �
𝑇𝑇0
𝑇𝑇
�
1
4, similar to 

the undoped LaMnSbO.  

Figure 4.4(c) shows the temperature dependence of 

magnetization, M(T), under H = 1000 Oe. For the M−H curve we found 

that overall Fe doped compounds display the hysteresis(not shown), 

implying that the ferromagnetic impurity phases exist. As mentioned 

earlier, careful synthetic process under the condition without oxygen 

and humidity may exclude ferromagnetic impurity phases. For above x 

= 0.1, the value of M(T) (from ~0.69×10−3 μB/f.u. for x = 0.01 to 

~2.4×10−3 μB/f.u for x = 0.1 at 300 K) increases by one order of 

magnitude bigger than that of undoped LaMnSbO, implying the 

increased magnetic impurity phases. Moreover, comparing the Fe 

doped with the Ca/Sr doped ones, the value of M(T) for Fe doped one 

with concentration x = 0.01(~0.69×10−3 μB/f.u. at 300K) is nearly the 

same that of Ca/Sr doped one with doping concentration x = 

0.1(~0.62×10−3 μB/f.u. and ~0.42×10−3 μB/f.u. for Ca and Sr doped at 

300 K, respectively). This difference of doping concentration may be 

attributed to the fact that the substitution Fe for Mn is not perfectly 

incorporated into LaMnSbO. 

 

4.3.2  Cu doping effect  
 

 

Figure 4.4(a) shows the XRD measurement of LaMn1−xCuxSbO. 

No significant impurity peaks are seen, implying single phase is 
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sustained in Cu doping, similar to Fe doped one. We found that with 

increasing doping concentration, x, the lattice parameter, c, gradually 

increases, while the lattice parameter, a, remains substantially 

unchanged. This tendency is similar to another doped ones. 

Figure 4.4(b) shows the temperature dependence of resistivity, 

ρ(T), of LaMn1−xCuxSbO. With increasing Cu concentration, x, the ρ(T) 

decreases systematically, but remains a semiconductor up to x = 0.1. 

This results indicate that the impurity levels of Cu dopant are shallow, 

similar to the Ca or Sr doped ones. However, there is a striking feature 

compared to another dopants. Namely, very small Cu concentration of 

x = 0.01 increases its conductivity seriously, i.e., the absolute value of 

ρ(T)(~0.34 Ωcm) at RT decreases about 3 order of magnitude compared 

to the undoped LaMnSbO (~80.6 Ωcm at RT). This suggests that Cu is 

the most efficient one to improve the conductivity of LaMnSbO than 

another dopants. In this case the valence of Cu2+(3d9), which is 

substituted for Mn2+(3d5), behaves as a polyvalent ion providing 4 more 

electrons into the LaMnSbO. 

The behavior of ρ(T) generally can be divided into three distinct 

range(relatively high temperature range, intermediate temperature 

range, low temperature range). In relatively high temperature range, it 

followes the thermally activated conduction, i.e., 𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇) = 𝜌𝜌0 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴
𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

�. 

In the intermediate temperature range between 140 and 20K, its 

behavior satisfies well the 3−dimensional Mott VRH 

conduction  𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇) = 𝜌𝜌0 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �
𝑇𝑇0
𝑇𝑇
�
1
4  [13, 14]. T0 is expressed as 𝜌𝜌0 =

18𝛼𝛼3

𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵Ν(Ε𝐹𝐹)
 , where α is the inverse localization length of the hydrogenic 

wavefunction describing the localized state. In the low temperature 
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range nearly between 13 and 20 K, ρ(T) increases rapidly due to another 

localization or enhanced magnetic impurity.  

For x = 0.01, we obtained that change of activation energy EA 

from ~57(8) to 90(1) meV from the slope, Debye temperature ΘD from 

~ 486(5) to 376.7(8) K and the change of phonon frequency υph from 

~1.02(3)×1013  to 0.783(5) ×1013 Hz using the equation 𝛩𝛩𝐷𝐷 = ℎ𝜈𝜈𝑝𝑝ℎ
𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵

. 

All these values decrease systematically with increasing doping 

concentration x. However, for x = 0.1, its behavior is best described by 

the mechanism of small polaron hopping conduction rather than 

thermally activated conduction.  

Figure 4.4(c) shows the temperature dependence of magnetization, 

M(T), under H = 1000 Oe. 

Except the upturn at very low temperature for x = 0.01, the M(T) 

of LaMn1−xCuxSbO has a weak temperature dependence below 325 K. 

Interestingly, at 300 K nearly the same value of ~0.316×10−3 μB/f.u. is 

observed for x = 0.03 to x = 0.07. Even with increasing Cu 

concentration(x = 0.03−0.07), the M(T) has a weak temperature 

dependence. Furthermore, a smaller value than x = 0.01 at 300 K is 

displayed, suggesting that the value of M(T) can change within this 

range. It should be noted that the value of M(T) of Cu doped ones is 

even smaller than that of LaMnSbO(~0.46(7)×10−3 μB/f.u. at 300 K). 

This means that Cu doping(electron doping) hardly suppresses the Mn 

antiferromagnetic ordering and local Mn2+ moments, similar to Sr 

doped ones as shown in Fig. 4.3(c).  
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4.3.3  Zn doping effect  
 

Figure 4.6(a) shows the result of XRD measurement of 

LaMn1−xZnxSbO. No apparent and significant impurity phases are seen 

in this XRD measurement, but we observed that there exist 

ferromagnetic impurity phases causing the hysteresis in M−H curve(not 

shown). As mentioned, this result implies that the all specimen should 

be treated in a better condition to avoid humidity and oxidation. 

Figure 4.6(b) shows the temperature dependence of ρ(T) of 

LaMn1−xZnxSbO(x = 0.01−0.1). 

In general, it is well known that the partial substitution of Zn in 

host compound in general provides large disorder. For Zn doping in 

superconductor, slight doping of Zn not only destroys heavily 

superconductivity but also remarkably enhances the resistivity of most 

materials. On the other hand, our result is somewhat different form the 

general tendency of Zn doped materials. It seems that Zn doping 

slightly decreases the conductivity of LaMnSbO, similar to Fe doped 

one as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). However, up to x = 0.1 the ρ(T) has at best 

one order of magnitude smaller than that of the LaMnSbO(~80.6 Ωcm 

at RT), implying that the impurity level of Zn is formed relatively deep 

This may be due to the closed d−orbitals of Zn2+(3d10). When measured 

against those of Ca or Sr doped compounds, partial substation of Zn for 

Mn clearly causes decrease of ρ(T) to some extent in the high 

temperature range(at RT). In the low temperature region, with 

increasing the doping concentration, localization effect seems to be 

rapidly raised by the screening of the random potential. 
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Figure 4.7 (a) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xCaxMn0.95Fe0.05SbO (x = 
0.03−0.2). (b) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xCaxMn0.9Cu0.1SbO (x = 
0.1−0.2). (c) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xCaxMn0.9Zn0.1SbO (x = 
0.1−0.3). 
 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 
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4. 4  Codoping dependence  
 

 

4.4.1  Codoping effect with Ca and transition metals  
 

 

From this chapter we will focus on co−doping effect. In our best 

knowledge, the codoping mechanism, i.e., doping hole and electron 

simultaneously, has been introduced by T. Yamamoto and H. 

Katayama−Yoshida et al[15,16] to the purpose of increasing the 

conductivity and mobility in wide band gap semiconductor; e.g., AlN 

(p−type and Eg = 6.2 eV), GaN (p−type and Eg = 3.4 eV), and 

diamond(n−type Eg = 5.4 eV). However, though wide gap 

semiconductors are strong candidate for the blue–ultraviolet laser 

application, high power electronics application and light emitting 

diode(LED), unipolarity and compensation effect make it difficult to 

adopt into industrial device directly due to the low conductivity and 

mobility. In other words, the difficulty in the synthesis of wide band 

gap semiconductors with high conductivity and mobility originates the 

follows; one is the compensation effect, which is attributed to low 

solubility of dopants, and the other is the low activation rate, which is 

attributed to deep acceptor or donor level of dopants. The compensation 

effect may be solved by increasing solubility of the dopants. Also, 

enhancement of activation rate of charge carriers may be solved by 

locating the acceptor or donor level close to the conduction band or 
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donor band. In addition, increase of the mobility of charge carriers 

should be accompanied by reducing the scattering rate of charge 

carriers. All these necessary condition should be fulfilled by the 

reduction of impurity level and enhancement of solubility of dopants. 

In order to reduce the acceptor or donor level of wide band gap 

semiconductors, they tried to dope n– and p–type dopants 

simultaneously and found that the codoping forms the meta–stable 

acceptor–donor–acceptor(A–D–A) complexes for the p–type, and 

donor–acceptor–donor(D–A–D) complexes for the n–type. Here, we 

summarize their results; (1) The formation of A–D–A or D–A–D 

complexes decreases the effective formation energy of the dopants 

under thermal non−equilibrium conditions. Since the two pairs of the 

attractive acceptor–donor(A–D) interaction overcome the one pair of 

the repulsive acceptor–acceptor(A–A) interaction, these complexes 

reduce the lattice relaxation energy and the Madelung energy. (2) The 

formation of the A–D–A or D–A–D complexes results in the increase 

the carrier mobility. This results originate the variation of scattering 

mechanism from the long−range Coulomb interaction to the 

short−range interaction with metallic carrier density. 

(3)The formation of the A–D–A or D–A–D complexes decreases the 

ionization energy of acceptors or donors, because a donor level is raised 

and an acceptor level is lowered in the formation of the bonding and 

anti–bonding states. When a single acceptor (A) interacts with a single 

donor (D), the A and D levels will be pushed close to the band edges. 

However, an additional A upon the codoping interacts with the anti–

bonding donor states with the formation of an A–D–A complex, the 

acceptor level of an additional A is lowered.  
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Similar result was observed in LaMnSbO; increase of the solubility of 

acceptor and low activation energy than that of incorporating single 

hole dopant were observed in codoping. Also, we found that 

semiconductor to metal(SMT) transition always is observed in 

codoping with Sr + transition metal, not in Ca + transition metal. 

Although our experimental results resemble their codoping mechanism, 

there exists basic difference between GaN, GaAs and AlN and our 

LaMnSbO. In other words, for GaN, GaAs and AlN system the direct 

overlap of atomic orbitals and interaction between donor and acceptor 

level are possible due to their non–layered structure. However, for 

LaMnSbO the direct overlap of atomic orbitals between the dopants is 

impossible since LaMnSbO has the layered system. Namely, the La 

orbitals of La–O layer hybridize with the Sb orbitals of Mn–Sb layer. 

Direct overlap of atomic orbitals between donor and acceptor impurities 

is not occurred in LaMnSbO. Nevertheless, our experimental results 

shows striking features as follows. 

When codoping is adoped in LaMnSbO, decrease of activation energy, 

EA, is observed commonly and a small amount of polyvalent donor(Ni, 

Cu and Zn) may seem to stabilize the ionic charge distribution rather 

than monovalent donor(Fe).  

Also, semiconductor to metal transition(SMT) is always observed 

in Sr + transition metal, but not in Ca + transition metal. In our best 

knowledge, this codoping mechanism is not reported in ZrCuSiAs–type 

compounds yet. In this stage it is unclear why the codoping plays an 

important role of SMT. We may consider low activation energy and 

SMT as a result of the enhancement of hole density due to increasing 

the solubility of acceptor compared to that of incorporating single hole 
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dopant. This phenomenon means that there exists a strong interaction 

between donor and acceptor. However, as mentioned above, it is not 

reasonable to explain observed increase of the solubility, low activation 

energy and SMT as a result of direct interaction between the orbitals of 

hole dopants(Ca or Sr) inserted within La–O layer and electron 

dopants(transition elements) inserted in Mn–Sb layer. Another 

mechanism is needed to explain our experimental results. 

Figure 4.7(a)−(c) show the temperature dependence of resistivity, 

ρ(T), of La1−xCaxMn0.95Fe0.05SbO(x = 0.1−0.2), 

La1−xCaxMn0.9Cu0.1SbO(x = 0.03−0.2) and La1−xCaxMn0.9Zn0.1SbO(x = 

0.1−0.3) series, respectively. We intended to introduce electron using 

transition element, i.e., Fe, Cu and Zn, and hole using Ca 

simultaneously. In this case, the most serious problem is expected to 

compensation effect and relatively deep impurity level. With increasing 

Ca concentration x, the ρ(T) decreases systematically. Interestingly, for 

overall co–doped compounds absolute values of ρ(T) in all measured 

temperature range decrease slightly compared with singly Ca doped 

ones. For relatively high temperature range(around RT), ρ(T) is best 

described by thermally activated conduction, 𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇) =  𝜌𝜌0 𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴
𝑖𝑖𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

�. 

However, for relatively low temperature range, it follows well 3–

dimensional Mott VRH conduction similar to the undoped LaMnSbO. 

Here, it should be noted that, even though ρ(T) decreases with 

increasing x, it still shows a semiconducting behavior up to Ca 

concentration of x = 0.2 (x = 0.3 for codoped with Zn).  
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Figure 4.8 (a) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMn0.99Fe0.01SbO(x = 
0.01−0.11). (b) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMn0.95Fe0.05SbO(x = 
0.01−0.11). (c) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMn0.93Fe0.07SbO(x = 
0.05−0.09). 
 

(c) 

(b)  

(a) 
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4.4.2  Codoping effect with Sr and transition metals 
 

 

Figure 4.8(a)−(c) show the temperature dependence of resistivity, 

ρ(T), of co−doped compounds with Sr + Fe; i.e., 

La1−xSrxMn0.99Fe0.01SbO(x = 0.01−0.11), La1−xSrxMn0.95Fe0.05SbO(x = 

0.01−0.11), and La1−xSrxMn0.93Fe0.07SbO(0.05−0.09), respectively. The 

ρ(T) of all co−doped compounds with Sr + Fe decrease and at RT the 

thermally activated conduction is shown. Surprisingly, contrast to the 

La1-xCaxMn0.95Fe0.05SbO, which is codoped with Ca + Fe, distinctively 

different behavior is displayed. Namely, the ρ(T) is reduced by one 

order of magnitude compared to Sr singly doped 

compounds(La1−xSrxMnSbO), and observed the effective SMT at 

well−defined concentration x without fail(x = 0.07 for 

La1−xSrxMn0.99Fe0.01SbO, x = 0.05 for La1−xSrxMn0.95Fe0.05SbO and x = 

0.07 for La1−xSrxMn0.93Fe0.07SbO, respectively). To confirm this 

concentration, we have synthesized another series compounds for 

La1−xSrxMn0.95Fe0.05SbO (x = 0.08, 0.09 and 0.1) and obtained 

consistent result. In metallic regime, the ρ(T) is best fitted by ρ(T)~T2, 

indicating that these compounds follow a Fermi liquid state. However, 

in the metallic state their temperature dependence is small and seems 

difficult to expect the superconductivity.  
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Figure 4.9 (a) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMn0.97Cu0.03SbO(x = 
0.01−0.09). (b) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMn0.95Cu0.05SbO(x = 
0.03−0.11). (c) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMn0.9Cu0.1SbO(x = 
0.1−0.3). 
 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.10 (a) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMn0.95Ni0.05SbO (x = 
0.03−0.07).  (b) The resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMn0.95Zn0.05SbO (x = 
0.01−0.11). 
 

 

(b) 

(a) 
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Figure 4.9(a) and (b) show the temperature dependence of 

resistivity, ρ(T), of La1−xSrxMn0.97Cu0.03SbO(x = 0.03−0.09) and 

La1−xSrxMn0.95Cu0.05SbO(x = 0.03−0.11), respectively. With increasing 

the content x, the ρ(T) of codoped compounds with Sr + Cu gradually 

decreases and at RT the thermally activated conduction is shown, 

similar to the codoped series with Sr + Fe. The ρ(T) of 

La1−xSrxMn0.95Cu0.05SbO is one order of magnitude smaller than that of 

the La1−xSrxMn0.97Cu0.03SbO. This may be due to the enhancement of  

Cu concentration. Interestingly, above Cu concentration x = 0.1 the ρ(T) 

is slightly increased as the increase of Sr concentration, implying the 

increase of impurity phases. This behavior is clearly seen in Fig. 4.9(c). 

Furthermore, like the codoped series with Sr + Fe they show a metallic 

behavior above x ≥ 0.05. In the metallic regime, the ρ(T) of 

La1−xSrxMn0.97Cu0.03SbO is best fitted by the non−Fermi liquid 

state(ρ~T1.5). However, in the metallic state the ρ(T) of 

La1−xSrxMn0.95Cu0.05SbO  follow Fermi liquid behavior(ρ~T2). 

Here, it is interesting to noted that Ca and Cu co−doped 

compounds (La1-xCaxMn0.9Cu0.1SbO) never show the SMT up to Ca 

concentration x = 0.15. This is shown in Fig. 4.7(a) − (c). Clearly, the 

SMT never be observed both singly Cu doped compounds(up to Cu 

content x = 0.1) and Ca doped ones(up to Ca content x = 0.2). 

Figure 4.10(a) and (b) show the temperature dependence of 

resistivity, ρ(T), of La1-xSrxMn0.95Ni0.05SbO(x = 0.03−0.07) and 

La1−xSrxMn0.95Zn0.05SbO(x = 0.01−0.11), respectively. With increasing 

the content x, the ρ(T) of codoped compounds with Sr+Cu gradually 

decreases and meets the SMT, identical to the codoped ones with Sr+Fe  
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and Sr + Cu, respectively. In the metallic state the ρ(T) of 

La1−xSrxMn0.95Ni0.05SbO and La1−xSrxMn0.95Zn0.05SbO both follow the 

Fermi liquid behavior(ρ~T2). 
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Figure 4.11 Results of XRD measurement of  

(a) La1−xSrxMn0.99Fe0.01SbO(x = 0.01−0.11),  

(b) La1−xSrxMn0.95Fe0.05SbO(x = 0.01−0.11) and  

(c) La1−xSrxMn0.93Fe0.07SbO(x = 0.05−0.09), respectively. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 4.12  Results of XRD measurement of  

(a) La1−xSrxMn0.97Cu0.03SbO(x = 0.01−0.09) and  

(b) La1−xSrxMn0.95Cu0.05SbO(x = 0.03−0.11), respectively. 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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4. 5  Conclusion 
 

 

Finally, it is reasonable to think that this SMT cannot be 

explained with the rigid band model any more. In order to elucidate 

SMT of our co−doped series compounds, we would propose the mixed 

impurity bands theory reported by Katayama et al[15,16]. To improve 

p−type doping, the use of dopant complexes (i.e. co−doping) 

extensively have been studied in semiconductor field[17−21]. For our 

system, when two type dopants, which Sr supplies hole carriers and 

transition elements(Fe, Ni, Cu and Zn) provide electron carriers, are 

incorporated into the LaMnSbO, impurity bands does not reside 

independently both below the conduction band and above the valence 

band. In that case, two impurity bands interact and can create 

energetically more shallow−lying acceptor bands. Understandably, this 

acceptor bands can be overlapped more easily with the valence band 

edge. From the view point of our results, it is clear that Sr is highly 

effective to construct more swallow−lying acceptor bands rather than 

Ca. Besides, as Fe content increases, providing more charge carriers to 

some extent, they also seem to construct more shallow–lying acceptor 

bands. This shallow–lying acceptor bands can easily be overlapped with 

the valence band maximum and cause SMT. 
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Chapter 5 
Physical properties of 
CeMnSbO, NdMnSbO, 
SmMnSbO and GdMnSbO 
 

 

 

5. 1  Abstract 
 

From this chapter we will focus on ZrCuSiAs−type Mn based 

oxdiantimodies ongoing research. In our best knowledge, there is no 

reports concerning the physical properties of Mn based oxiantimonides 

yet, i.e., CeMnSbO, NdMnSbO, SmMnSbO and GdMnSbO. So, we 

have synthesized the polycrystalline compounds and investigated their 

physical properties. General electronic configuration of all this 

compounds is somewhat different, but common property is the 

following. Since they have f−electrons, heavy fermion like behavior is 

expected. Also, smaller atomic radius of Ce, Nd, Sm and Gd than La 

may play an important role in their physical properties. To elucidate this 

properties, we have try to synthesize single phase polycrystalline 
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compounds and obtained polycrystalline compound of CeMnSbO with 

single phase. Unfortunately, we found that there are many unwanted 

impurity phases in polycrystalline NdMnSbO, SmMnSbO, and 

GdMnSbO except CeMnSbO. This may be originated from the weak 

reactivity of Nd, Sm, and Gd compared to the Ce. To circumvent this 

restriction, precursor may be needed to be the whole. So, we continue 

to attempt to synthesize single phase compound using the precursor and 

hope to meet with good results at an early date.  
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Figure 5.1 (a) The resistivity, ρ(T), of CeMnSbO in zero magnetic field. 
Semiconducting behavior and no significant anomaly concerning the 
antiferromagnetic ordering of Mn is found. (b) The Arrhenius plot, i.e., 
lnρ(T) versus T −1 plot, of CeMnSbO. Similar to LaMnSbO, this plot 
fails to produce a straight line in all measured temperature range. (c) 
The lnρ versus T −1/4 plot of CeMnSbO. Below ~280 K, it satisfies 3 
dimensional Mott variable range hopping (3D VRH). (d) The plot of 
log(−dlnρ/dlnT) versus logT. From the value of ~0.26, we demonstrate 
3D VRH below ~280 K. 
 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 5.2 The dc magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), of CeMnSbO under 10 

Oe(red: field cooled, blue: zero field cooled). At low temperature 

increasing behavior due to paramagnetic impurities is observed. Note 

the anomaly at ~250 K pointed by dot line, implying the possibility of 

magnetic phase transition. 
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Figure 5.3 Results of XRD measurement of  

(a) NdMnSbO and LaMn0.9X0.1SbO (X = Fe, Cu, and Zn)  

(b) Nd1−xSrxMn0.95Fe0.05SbO(x = 0.03−0.15), respectively. 

 

(b) 

(a) 
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5.2  Physical properties of CeMnSbO 
 

Figure 5.1(a) shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity, 

ρ(T), of CeMnSbO in a zero magnetic field. Contrast to hereto known 

the fact that CeMnSbO is metallic, the ρ(T) of CeMnSbO shows an 

insulating (semiconducting) behavior with absolute value of ~ 30.6 

Ωcm at 350K, This absolute value of ρ(T) is smaller than LaMnSbO. It 

is interesting to compare the ρ(T) of CeMnSbO to that of PrMnSbO, 

which is bad metal. Figure 5.1(b)−(d) show the analysis result of the 

ρ(T) of CeMnSbO. Like the LaMnSbO, the ρ(T) of CeMnSbO does not 

satisfy the Arrhenius−type behavior, but it is somewhat difficult to 

conclude that small polaronic behavior is dominant. We suspect that this 

result may be due to f−electron of Ce. However, below ~280 K it 

follows the 3D VRH similar to the LaMnSbO.   

For magnetic properties as shown in Fig. 5.2, we observed very 

large magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), and anomalies at ~250 K both in 

field cooled and zero field cooled data, implying that this temperature 

may be the Neel temperature of CeMnSbO. Interestingly, this 

temperature is similar to LaMnSbO. However, more elaborate research 

is needed to reveal its physical properties.  
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5.3  Ongoing research for NdMnSbO, 

SmMnSbO and GdMnSbO 
 

Another 1111−type Mn−based oxyantimonide materials, i.e., 

NdMnSbO, SmMnSbO and GdMnSbO are ongoing research. We 

synthesized polycrystalline compound and investigated its doping 

dependence. Figure 5.3(a) and (b) show the results of XRD 

measurement for NdMnSbO and its doped compounds, respectively. 

The intensity of XRD both NdMnSbO and doped compounds with 

transition elements is somewhat weak and broad. Furthermore, we 

found that unwanted impurity phases always emerged. Though we did 

not exhibit the temperature dependence of resistivity here, all 

compounds show metallic behavior without superconducting transition. 

We also obtained the similar results for both SmMnSbO and GdMnSbO.  

However, it is difficult that this metallic behavior is the net results 

of sample since the unknown impurity phases screen the real 

characteristics. So, synthesis of single phase compound is required to 

prior to beginning any measurement. We continue to attempt to 

synthesize single phase compound and anticipate meaningful result in 

the near future. 
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초록 
 

최근 철을 기반으로 하는 4개의 원소로 구성된 ZrCuSiAs 형태의 

물질에 플루오린(F)을 도핑하여 합성된 초전도체(LaFeAsO1-xFx)가 

발견되어 전세계적인 관심을 불러 일으켰다. 이는 강자성과 초전도성이 

공존할 수 없다는 기존의 통념에 대한 도전으로 받아들여 졌기 

때문이라고 볼 수 있다. 온도가 낮아짐에 따라 이 철기반 초전도체는 

구조 상전이(정방정계에서 사방정계로의 상전이)를 보이며 반강자성 

정렬이 일어나게 되는데 이 때 반강자성 정렬은 완전하지 않아 스핀 

밀도 파동(spin density wave)을 이루게 되고 이것이 초전도성의 기본 

메커니즘일 가능성이 대두됨에 따라 동일한 구조를 가지고 있는 물질에 

관한 활발한 연구가 진행되었다. 이 물질들은 정방정계 구조를 띠고 

있으며 두 개의 층이 번갈아 놓여있는 층상구조를 이루고 있는 형태를 

보이는 물질이다. 두 층 사이에는 약하지만 쿨롱상호작용으로 생기는 

이온성이 두 층 사이에 작용하여 분자간 힘은 없는 특징을 보이므로 

흑연이나 BSCCO-2212에서 흔히 관찰되는 쪼개짐의 성질은 없다. 

망가니즈를 기반으로 하는 물질들도 동일한 구조를 띠고 있으며 

망가니즈가 장거리 반강자성 정렬현상을 보이므로 최근에 활발히 

연구되어지고 있다. 현재까지 알려진 동일한 구조 ZrCuSiAs 형태의 

물질은 약 160여 가지에 이르고 있는데 이들 중에서 망가니즈를 

기반으로 하며 안티모니(Sb)와 결합하여 하나의 층을 이루는 물질은 

란타늄계열(LnMnSbO)의 물질들이다. 현재까지 이들에 관한 물리적 

성질 및 도핑의존성은 전혀 알려져 있지 않았으므로 연구 주제로 

선정하여 이 물질의 합성과 도핑의존성에 따른 물리적 성질을 

고찰하고자 하였다. 이 논문은 실험적인 결과에 기반은 둔 것으로 

순수한 상을 가진 다결정 시료들을 만들어 이들의 물성과 도핑의존성을 

연구하였다.  

이 논문의 첫 번째 부분은 p−type 형태로 알려져 있으며 띠 틈이 

약 ~1eV로 알려진 LaMnSbO 화합물의 합성과 물리적 성질을 

분석하였다. 연구도중 공기와 수분이 존재하는 환경에서 이 물질을 

합성하면 강자성 불순물이 존재한다는 것을 알았으며 이들을 피할 수 

있는 조건하에서 시료를 준비, 소결하여야 단일한 상의 LaMnSbO이 

합성됨을 알게 되었다.  

자기적 특성 분석은 다양한 자기장 조건 하에서 여러 번 측정하여 

결과를 얻었다. 대부분의 망가니즈를 기반으로 하는 ZrCuSiAs 형태의 

물질 및 철을 기반으로 하는 동일한 구조의 물질들의 자화율 측정 
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실험에서 나타나는 공통적인 현상은, 측정된 시료들의 자화율 값들이 

작으며 온도가 낮아짐에 따라 자화율이 미약하게 감소하거나 거의 

온도의존성이 없이 일정하며, 상전이 온도(Neel temperature)에서 

특별한 이상적 징후가 발견되지 않는다는 것이다. 이는 Mn-Mn의 

강력한 d-d 교환 상호작용의 결과로 알려져 있었다. LaMnSbO의 

자기적 성질도 기존에 알려져 있던 망가니즈를 기반으로 하는 

ZrCuSiAs 형태의 물질들과 동일한 특성들을 보였다. 즉, 3T의 자기장 

하에서 측정된 시료의 작은 자화율, 온도가 낮아짐에 따라서 미약하게 

감소하는 자화율의 특성, 그리고 온도에 따른 자화율 특성 곡선에서 

상전이에 관한 정보를 발견할 수 없었음이 그것이다. 그러나 우리는 

1000 Oe의 조건 하에서 LaMnSbO의 자화율이 약 ~250 K에서 field 

cooled와 zero field cooled data의 분기현상(bifurcation)을 보임을 

발견하게 되었다.  

전기적 수송 실험을 통해서 LaMnSbO이 부도체적(반도체적) 

성질을 보이며 상온에서 약 80정도의 비저항 값을 가지며 외관상 

특별한 상전이의 징후는 나타나지 않음을 관측하였다. 그러나 이러한 

비저항의 분석을 통해서 우리는 흥미로운 사실을 발견하게 되었는데 

실온 근방에서부터 측정된 모든 온도구간에서 이 물질의 전기적 성질이 

열적 진동에 의해서 여기된 전하운반체들의 형태(Arrhenius-type)를 

따르지 않음을 발견하였다. 또한, 비저항의 미분을 통한 활성화 에너지 

분석으로 LaMnSbO의 전도 메커니즘이 약 241 K를 경계로 열적으로 

여기된 형태가 아닌 상태로부터 3차원 Mott variable range hopping 

전도도로 전환되는 것을 발견하였다. 이는 자화율 측정 실험에서 

분기현상이 나타나는 온도(~250 K)와 매우 유사함을 알게 되었다. 약 

241 K를 경계로 나타나는 전기적 수송현상의 전이를 확인하고자 

열기전력 측정 실험을 하였으며 ~250 K에서 열기전력이 명확하게 

변하는 결과를 얻게 되었다. 비저항과 열기전력에서 얻어진 에너지 갭에 

관한 정보로부터 우리는 매우 흥미로운 결과를 얻게 되었는데 이는 

LaMnSbO 내부에 작은 폴라론(small polaron)이 존재하며 이들의 

결합에너지가 단열적인 경우 ~72 meV, 비단열적인 경우 ~90 meV에 

해당한다는 것을 알게되었다. 그러므로 우리는 LaMnSbO이 작은 

폴라론에 의한 hopping 전도도를 가지고 있으며 250 K 근방에서 3차원 

Mott variable range hopping 전도도로 전환되는 것을 명확하게 확인할 

수 있었다. PrMnSbO을 제외하면, 지금까지 알려진 망가니즈를 기반으로 

하는 ZrCuSiAs 형태의 대부분의 물질들은 반강자성을 띤 

부도체(반도체)임이 보고되어 있었으므로 우리는 전기적 성질, 자기적 

성질 그리고 열기전력 측정실험에서 공통적으로 나타나고 있는 250 K 
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근방에서 장거리 반강자성 정렬로의 상전이가 일어날 것으로 판단하게 

되었고 분말 중성자 회절 실험을 하게 되었다.  

중성자 회절 실험을 통해서 장거리 반강자성 정렬온도(Neel 

temperature)가 250 K, 3.5 K에서 ~3.38 μB/Mn의 자기모우먼트를 

갖는 C-type 반자성체임을 확인하게 되었다. 또한 장거리 반강자성 

정렬온도 이상에서 diffuse scattering이 존재함을 확인하게 되었는데 

이는 단거리 반강자성 정렬이 이미 시료에 형성되어 있었음을 의미하는 

결과로 받아들일 수 있었다. 우리는 이 단거리 반강자성 정렬이 격자 

변형로부터 기인했을 가능성을 언급하게 되었다. 이러한 측정 

결과들로부터 우리는 망가니즈를 기반으로 하는 ZrCuSiAs 형태의 

물질들에서 나타나는 전기적, 자기적 성질들의 공통적인 성질들이 

지금까지 알려져 있던 강한 Mn-Mn의 강한 d-d 교환 상호작용과 

더불어 강한 Mn-Pn의 강한 p-d 결합에 기인한 격자 변형의 결과와 

관련이 있을 수 있음을 최초로 제안하게 되었다. 

이 논문의 두 번째 부분에서는, LaMnSbO의 다양한 도핑의존성을 

연구한 결과들이다. 도핑을 위하여 전자 도핑은 순수한 전이 원소들을, 

양공(hole) 도핑은 알칼리 토금속 산화물을 이용하였다. 순수한 한 가지 

종류의 불순물(dopant) 도핑 실험에서 우리는 Ca은 30% 정도 

도핑하여도 부도체적 성질을 보이나 Sr을 도핑할 경우 15%이상에서 

도체로 전이가 됨을 발견하였다. 그러나 Cu 를 dopnat로 사용한 경우가 

동일한 도핑 조건하에서 가장 크게 LaMnSbO의 전기 전도도를 

증가시킴을 발견하였다. 이를 통해서 우리는 LaMnSbO이 이론상 알려져 

있던 p-type이라기 보다는 양극성 반도체에 가깝다는 것을 발견하였다. 

두 개의 dopant를 동시에 도핑한 실험에서 우리는 매우 흥미롭고 

의미있는 실험 결과를 얻게 되었는데, 이는 두 개의 dopant가 전자-

양공의 재결합을 이겨내고 각각 독립적으로 존재할 수 있는 환경이 

LaMnSbO내에 생김을 발견하게 되었다. 즉, 두 종류의 dopant를 

동시에 도핑한 경우 한 종류의 dopant를 첨가한 경우보다 항상 

비저항이 감소함을 관찰하였다. Ca + Fe, Ca + Cu, Ca + Zn 을 첨가한 

시료는 Ca의 함량이 20%까지 여전히 부도체적 성질을 보였으나 Sr + 

Fe, Sr + Ni, Sr + Cu, 그리고 Sr + Zn를 첨가한 시료는 Sr의 함량이 

~5% 이상에서 반드시 부도체에서 금속으로 상전이가 일어남을 

관찰하였다. 우리는 이것을 설명하기 위해서 혼합된 에너지 띠 모형을 

제안하고자 하였다.  

이 논문의 세 번째 부분에서는, 현재 진행 중인 CeMnSbO, 

NdMnSbO, SmMnSbO 그리고 GdMnSbO의 물성 연구에 관한 것이다. 

이들의 다결정 시료는 LaMnSbO만큼 순수한 상을 얻기가 어려움을 
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발견하였다. 이는 La의 반응성이 란타늄계의 다른 원소들보다 커서 

반응이 수월하게 일어나는 것으로 판단된다. 순수한 상을 얻어서 현재 

연구 중인 시료는 CeMnSbO이다. 이제까지 알려진 것과 다르게 

CeMnSbO의 전기적 특성은 부도체임을 발견하였고 자화율 측정을 

통해서 이 물질의 반강자성 정렬 온도가 약 250K근방임을 발견하였다.  

 

 

Keywords: ZrCuSiAs−형태, 장거리 반강자성 정렬, 작은 폴라론, 작은 

폴라론 전도, 3차원 Mott variable range hopping, 양극성 

반도체, 혼합된 에너지 띠 모형 
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